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SAN FRANCISCO'S NEIGHBORHOODS:

EVOLVING ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES

I. OVERVIEW

Introduction

San Francisco's economy is dynamic. Overtime, economic activities increase or decline and patterns of

land use in neighborhoods change. In 1 997, information-based (generally office) work provided one-third of

all jobs in San Francisco, the most jobs of any economic sector. FHowever, before the early 1980s, more

people worked in the industrial sector. As industrial activity declined because of increased offshore produc-

tion and plant relocations, office-based work increased. The location of jobs and economic activity has also

changed. Professional and Business Services have begun to decentralize from the Financial District to other

neighborhoods, and apparel manufacturing has shifted from Chinatown to South of Market. This paper

describes such changes in location and level of activity in order to gain a better understanding of the roles of

neighborhoods in San Francisco's overall economy.

Based on extended observations of San Francisco's economic activties and land-use patterns, the

Planning Department has identified five economic sectors which were chosen because data were available

that could be reported at the neighborhood level and over time. These sectors are Industrial, Information-

based, hiealth Care, Retail, and Visitor and cover the majority of San Francisco's economic activities. How-

ever, certain activities (such as education and government) have not been included because data could not

be disaggregated to the neighborhood level and/or definitions of the activities have changed over time.

Using the report's five sectors, traditional economic activities as defined by the Standard Industrial Classifica-

tion system have been grouped (see Appendix, page 83). For example, Professional and Business SerA/ices

locate in office buildings and are thus a subgroup ofthe Information-based sector. In order to identify trends,

for each of the subgroups employment and number of establishments by neighborhood are reported for

1983 and 1994, years for which complete data were available; gross receipts generated are reported for

1995.

San Francisco's neighborhoods can be viewed as being in one of three distinct groups, based on the

level and types of activity: downtown, ring, or outlying (see map on page in). The two downtown neighbor-

hoods have the highest concentration and density of jobs and businesses, the ring neighborhoods have both

commercial and residential uses, and the outlying neighborhoods mostly provide places for San Franciscans

to live. The boundaries of the sixteen neighborhoods presented here are identical to those used in "San

Francisco Neighborhood Profiles 1997."

It is important to note that the neighborhoods' boundaries are based on zip codes, the smallest

geographic unit for which much ofthe economic information is available. However even within relatively small

areas San Francisco is a very diverse place. Two ofthe sixteen areas, Marina/Fillmore and Van Ness/V\/estern

Addition, encompass very different communties which happen to fall within the same zip code. Nevertheless,

neighborhoods formed from grouped zip codes reflect to the extent possible population, community, and

spatial cohesiveness. Studying economic trends at the neighborhood level represented a challenge since most

economic data are reported aggregately at the citywide level. Thus, a major task in developing this report

was disaggregating data for comparison overtime and across industries at the neighborhood level.

San Francisco Planning Department I June 1998
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Major Neighborhood Trends

The role of San Francisco's neighborhoods in the overall citywide economy is changing. While down-

town continues to have the highest concentration of economic activities in the City, neighborhoods around

downtown, the ring neighborhoods, are displaying an increasing economic vitality as they attract new busi-

nesses, host newly emerging industries, and provide a wide range of employment. This economic vitality is

fostered by some decentralization of Professional and Business Services jobs and establishments and an

increasing diversity in the industrial mix. Emerging and traditional industries are also clustering in the ring,

especially South of Market, because these neighborhoods provide a unique combination of space, labor

resources, and specialized local business networks. Outlying neighborhoods are also participating more in the

local economy by expanding retail activities that cater to both local residents and regional visitors. In addi-

tion, the outlying neighborhoods continue to play a major role in the local economy by housing workers of

various income and skill levels who represent a key component of an increasingly diverse economy.

A number of major neighborhood trends were identified during this study. The following is a summary

of these key points.

Some economic activities begin decentralizing

• Professional and Business Services, a subgroup of the Information-based sector, has grown substan-

tially, overtaking the other Information-based subgroup Finance, Insurance and Real Estate and Corpo-

rate Headquarters as the leader in that sector, and is showing signs of decentralizing from its historic

concentration in the Financial District. While the Financial District still has the most activity, the two ring

neighborhoods ofSOMA and Potrero have the next greatest activity concentrations and are growing;

between 1 983 and 1 994, the numbers of Professional and Business Services jobs in these neighbor-

hoods increased by 50% and 86% respectively.

• Retail is the most decentralized ofthe five sectors. Within Retail, convenience retail is the most broadly

distributed usually serving local residents, followed by eating and drinking places, and comparison retail.

The trend is for continued decentralization, especially in eating and drinking places, as ring and outlying

neighborhoods such as Marina/Fillmore, Richmond, and Potrero continue to grow in activity. Together,

these three neighborhoods gained 3,000 jobs in eating and drinking places between I 983 and 1 994

while Financial District and Union Square/Downtown Retail lost 2, 1 00 such jobs. This grov\^h is partly

fueled by regional visitors traveling to these neighborhoods co eat.

• Although the traditional visitor neighborhoods (Union Square/Downtown Retail, Financial District, Civic

Center, and North Beach/Chinatown) remain strong, SOMA is taking on a more visible role in the

Hotel sector with a substantial employment increase of more than four times over twelve years. As

SOMA hosts more economic activities overall, as well as being the site of an expanded Moscone

Convention Center, it is likely to continue gaming in hotel activity.

Economic diversity of some neighborhoods increasing

SOMA has become a neighborhood of great economic diversity. It plays an important role in four out

of the five economic sectors. SOMA has a key position in the Information-based sector, with the

second highest employment of all neighborhoods, and a strong Industrial presence as the leader in

manufacturing. In Retail, SOMA has the most jobs for both comparison and convenience retail. Housing

is also becoming increasingly common in this neighborhood.

San Francisco Planning Department 2 June 1998
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• Manna/Fillmore is home to a wide variety of activities. It is the leader in San Francisco's Health Care

sector and continues to grow in this area. This neighborhood plays a large role in the Retail sector as

well, with the most places to eat and drink and convenience retail establishments. Marina/Fillmore also

contributes to the San Francisco economy by continuing to provide places for many of its workers to

live.

Potrero continues to maintain its historically strong presence in all four subgroups of the Industrial

sector. It has also begun to diversify into the Professional and Business subgroup of the Information-

based sector. Potrero had the greatest percentage increase in jobs and firms among the major neigh-

borhoods for this subgroup, which is a key element of San Francisco's overall economy. This neighborhood

diversity has also extended to residential uses; in 1 996, it had one of the largest net gains in housing.

Some sectors increasing concentrations in certain neighborhoods
• With several large medical institutions including Kaiser and UCSF, Marina/Fillmore is the leader in health

care activity; this neighborhood also continues to build on its position, showing substantially greater

growth than Richmond, the neighborhood with the next most activity.

• Although overall the Industrial sector has declined, it is still a key activity that ranks second in jobs for

the City. This activity is clustered on San Francisco's eastern side, with Financial District, SOMA, and

Potrero as the leaders. The concentration of jobs has shifted, however—between 1983 and 1994,

Financial District lost over half of its Industrial jobs, as did Chinatown, while SOMA and Potrero

posted gams in employment of 1 1% and I 3% respectively. This results in Financial District, SOMA, and

Potrero now having similar numbers of Industrial jobs. South Bayshore also makes a substantial contri-

bution, leading the construction subgroup with the most jobs and firms. Industrial activities remain

concentrated in these neighborhoods as they seem to be especially well-suited to such uses; if firms

and jobs move, they leave the City entirely.

Q San Francisco's economic diversity demands wide range of skills

• The percentage of San Francisco's labor force with a higher education is greater than in many U.S. cities.

hHowever, most economic sectors, including Information-based activities, require a wide range of skill

levels, from high school to graduate degrees, so that it is important to have a diverse workforce pool.

• Retail and Industrial activities provide the greatest number of jobs for San Francisco workers without

higher education. Most workers with jobs in the Industrial sector acquire specialized skills, earn good

wages, and have the potential for promotion. Retail jobs in contrast tend to be more transitional with

minimal skill requirements and learning opportunities, as well as low wages. A higher percentage of

Hotel jobs are low-skill than in any other sector, although the absolute number of Hotel jobs is less

than a third of those provided by either the Retail or Industrial sector.

• In order to satisfy the economy's demand for workers with a wide range of skills, it is important for

these workers to be able to find housing. Almost 59% of people who work in San Francisco also live

in the City. The Hotel and Retail sectors have both the highest percentages ofjobs that are low-skill as

well as the highest percentages of workers who also live in San Francisco.

San Francisco Planning Department 3 June 1998
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Policy Implications of Recent Economic Changes

These trends can affect policies in many ways and need to be considered when discussing land use,

economic development, and transportation issues.

Decentralization

What are the benefits and costs to San Francisco's neighborhoods of decentralizing economic activities?

The General Plan supports a compact downtown work center that is well and easily served by transit.

Decentralized work locations often mean that employees drive their automobiles to work because transit

does not effectively serve dispersed locations. What combination of transit, streets, and parking can maintain

a smoothly functioning citywide transportation system? What are the implications of decentralizing employ-

ment for the City's transit-first policy?

Some land uses, especially office, are becoming more broadly distributed particularly within the ring

neighborhoods. Will this changing mix of land uses have impacts on uses traditionally located in certain

neighborhoods?

As economic activities decentralize, how can the urban qualities be preserved that make a neighbor-

hood unique to its residents, workers, and visitors? San Francisco has neighborhoods that succeed as vibrant

places for both economic and residential activities, for example. North Beach/Chinatown; it is important,

however, that changes to a neighborhood's character are in keeping with the urban qualities the neighbor-

hood cherishes.

Economic Diversity

Accompanying decentralization of some activities, in certain neighborhoods there is a trend toward

economic diversity. This is especially striking in SOMA and Potrero where office, retail, and residential uses are

increasing and the neighborhoods' traditional identification with industry is lessening. Retail and residences

continue to be concentrated in Marina/Fillmore even as it has become the leader in health care. Do diverse

economic activities that are close to each other cause land use conflicts or can they coexist? Does diversity

lead to loss of neighborhood character as activities become more broadly distributed in several areas or are

neighborhoods with growing economic diversity taking on distinct new characters?

Sector Concentration

Even as the Information-based and Retail sectors are becoming more broadly distributed in the City,

three sectors are concentrating in certain neighborhoods. Health services, especially hospitals, are concentrat-

ing in Marina/Fillmore. Industrial activities are shifting to the southeast neighborhoods of South Bayshore,

Potrero, and SOMA, while hotels are clustering around Market Street. Does concentration of an economic

activity attract ancillary economic activity or will it push out other uses? Under these conditions, the sectors

that need support to continue in the City must be identified and policies formulated.

Wide Range of Required Skills

A strength of San Francisco's economy is its educated and diverse work force. However, in order for

the economic activities we have examined to grow, a labor force with a wide range of skills is required. Low-

skilled labor is especially necessary for the Retail and Hotel sectors, keys to the tourist industry. However,

low-skill workers are those most impacted by San Francisco's high cost of living, especially of housing. Can the

City assure that a diverse group of people is able to live as well as work in San Francisco? This would require

more affordable housing, a transit system that serves their mobility needs (including commuting), education to

meet their training needs, and social services such as child care that make working possible for many parents.

San Francisco Planning Department 4 June 1998
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2. NEIGHBORHOOD
ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES

INFORMATION-BASED SECTOR

Introduction

All activities in the Information-based sector involve producing, analyzing, and/or exchanging informa-

tion and usually occur in offices. The Information-based activity group traditionally has been, and continues to

be, one of San Francisco's key economic sectors. It grew rapidly in the 1970s and 1980s as offices and

facilities were constructed; in 1981, Information-based activities surpassed the Industrial sector as the City's

foremost economic group. In the beginning of the I 990s, a recession followed this growth period which,

together with overall economic trends, technological developments, and the earlier suburbanization of Infor-

mation-based activities, led to changes and diversification in the size, nature, and location of Information-

based activities space. Since 1995, however. Information-based activities have led San Francisco's economic

recovery by adding more jobs than any other sector.

This sector has been divided into two subgroups. The first group includes Finance, Insurance, and Real

Estate (F.I.R.E.), Agriculture and Mining, and Transportation Services. The roles of Agriculture and Mining and

Transportation SerA/ices are as corporate headquarters and administrative facilities rather than as the sites of

actual activities that such firms might perform, e.g., ore extraction. The second subgroup is Professional and

Business Services. Professional Services include legal services, engineering and architecture, accounting, man-

agement, and public administration. Business Services include a wide range of support serA/ices to businesses

such as consulting, advertising, janitorial services, computer programming, and data processing.

Over the last decade, these Information-based activities subgroups have moved in opposite direc-

tions: the once-dominant Financial subgroup has declined while the Professional and Business Services sub-

group has flourished. Between 1 983 and 1 994, F.I.R.E. and Corporate FHeadquarters (F.I.R.E./Corp) employment

declined by about 22%, to 73,300 workers or 1 4/6 of citywide employment. During this time period, F.I.R.E./

Corp establishments also decreased, by 23% to 4490 firms. Over that same time period, however. Profes-

sional and Business Services employment increased by 23% to 93,500 workers or I 8% ofthe citywide total.

The number of Professional and Business Services establishments increased by 38% to 5890 establishments.

Within that category, Business Services increased by I 9%, while Professional Services establishments posted

a very robust 53% increase. For the entire sector, employment is more centralized in the downtown than

establishments are because more large establishments are downtown while many smaller firms are located in

the outlying neighborhoods.

In I 994, the size of establishments was identically distributed for both F.I.R.E./Corp and Professional

and Business Services: 86% of each had less than 20 employees, I I % had between 20 and 99, and less than

4% had 1 00 or more workers. These distributions are almost identical to those in I 983. Information-based

activities generated 40% of all 1995 gross receipts citywide or about $1 I billion, with Professional and

Business Services accounting for 73% of this total. Payroll for Information-based activities employees de-

creased by 4% between I 988 and I 996, from $9,796 billion to $9.4 1 5 billion or 44% of the citywide total

I 996 payroll (both figures in 1 996 dollars).
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The Financial District remains the center for Information-based activities. This District has by far the

most jobs and firms and the City's highest gross receipts. However, between I 983 and 1 994, the number

of F.I.R.E./Corp jobs in the Financial District decreased, while six neighborhoods posted employment gams,

four of them in outlying neighborhoods. In Professional and Business Services, which is expanding almost

everywhere, the Potrero and SOMA neighborhoods are emerging as potential leaders: between I 983 and

1994, employment in Potrero grew by 86% to 6880 workers (over 7% of the subgroup job total) and in

SOMA the increase was 50% to 8560 employees (9% ofthe subgroup job total). These two neighborhoods,

however, still had far fewer jobs in Professional and Business Services than the Financial District, which had

56.700 jobs.

Employment, Establishment, and Revenue

Generation Patterns in the Neighborhoods

Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate and
Corporate Headquarters

In 1 994, Financial District was the clear leader in F.I.R.E./Corp activity with almost 67% ofjobs (48,800)

and 47% (2 I 00) of establishments, illustrating that larger firms are more centralized. The other downtown

neighborhood, Union Square/Downtown Retail, along with the six ring neighborhoods accounted for most of

the remaining employment (27% ofthe total, with SOMA providing the greatest share at 7%) and establish-

ments (36% of the total, with Union Square/Downtown Retail having the greatest share at 7%). The eight

outlying neighborhoods accounted for 6% of jobs but a substantially greater 1 7% of firms.

Between 1 983 and 1994, F.I.R.E./Corp lost jobs and establishments in most neighborhoods. Employ-

ment in this subgroup declined in ten neighborhoods. The leader in jobs, Financial District, posted a 25%

decline to 48,800 workers. Six neighborhoods, four of them outlying, did post gains. These gams, however,

which totaled about I 700 jobs, were extremely small when compared to the loss of about 1 7,000 jobs in

the Financial District alone. Two ring neighborhoods had the greatest absolute numbers and percentage

increases: Marina/Fillmore (+35% to I 840) and Potrero (a very substantial increase of I 35% to I 280). All

sixteen neighborhoods lost establishments, with Financial District posting the smallest percentage decrease

(3%). Potrero and SOMA had the next largest decreases, I 1% and 14% respectively. Therefore, over this

period, although San Francisco certainly lost both jobs and establishments, there was a small positive trend

for neighborhood employment.

The highest revenue generators in F.I.R.E./Corp are clustered in the northeast quadrant ofthe City. It is

important to note that banks and insurance companies are not included in revenue figures: they are exempt

from local taxes and do not complete tax forms, the source of revenue data. In 1 995, the Financial District

was the undisputed leader with 78% of citywide F.I.R.E./Corp gross receipts or $2.3 billion. The remaining

fifteen neighborhoods together generated less than $645 million. Of those neighborhoods, North Beach/

Chinatown and Marina/Fillmore produced the highest revenues, $ 1 0 1 million (3.4% of the total) and $86

million (2.9% ofthe total) respectively.
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5. Marina/

Fillmore

4. Van Ness/

Western

Addition

3. North Beach/

Chinatown

Financial District

2. Union Square/

-Downtown Retail

G. Civic Center

6. Parkside/

Lakeshore

7. SOMA

9. Potrero

8. Mission

0. South Bayshore

NEIGHBORHOOD 1983 1994
CMC CENTER ' 4945
EXCELSIOR 898 582
FINANCIAL DISTRICT 65004 48837
MARINA/FILLMORE 1366 1840

MISSION 541 443
NORTH BEACH/CHINATOWN 2634 2406
NOE VALLEY/UPPER MARKET 354 534
PARKSIDE/LAKESHORE 693 559
POTRERO 544 1278

RICHMOND 2625 971

SOUTH BAYSHORE 235 270
SOMA 7208 5202
SUNSET 583 715
UNION SQ./DOWNTOWN RETAIL 3754 3100
VAN NESS/WESTERN ADDITION 2705 1760

WEST PORTALATWIN PEAKS 407 508
TOTAL 94496 73264

INFORMATION-BASED
F.I.R.E. and Corporate Headquarters

Employment

983

994
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5. Marina/

Fillmore

4. Van Ness/

Western

Addition

3. North Beach/

Chinatown

I . Financial District

2. Union Square/

Downtown Retail

6. Civic Center

7. SOMA

9. Potrero

8. Mission

1 0. South Bayshore

NEIGHBORHOOD 1983 1994

CIVIC CENTER 360 222

EXCELSIOR 151 69

FINANCIAL DISTRICT 2161 2101

MARINA/FILLMORE 437 283

MISSION 148 85

NOE VALLEY 139 76

NORTH BEACH/CHINATOWN 256 160

PARKSIDE/LAKESHORE 159 93

POTRERO 133 118

RICHMOND 364 201

SOMA 287 247

SOUTH BAYSHORE 80 28

SUNSET 149 108

UNION SQUARE/DOWNTOWN RETAIL 493 302

VAN NESS/WESTERN ADDITION 368 275

WEST PORTALATWIN PEAKS 151 119

TOTAL 5836 4487

INFORMATION-BASED
F.I.R.E. and Corporate Headquarters

Establishments

1983

1994

San Francisco Planning Department 8 June 1998
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5. Marina/

Fillmore

4. Van Ness/

Western

Addition

3. North Beach/

Chinatown

I. Financial District

2. Union Square/

Downtown Retail

6. Civic Center

7. SOMA

9. Potrero

8. Mission

1 0. South Bayshore

1995
(Thousands

NEIGHBORHOOD of Dollars)

CMC CENTER g5i§i

EXCELSIOR 10662
FINANCIAL DISTRICT 2300520
MARINA/FILLMORE 86308
MISSION 11839
NOE VALLEY/UPPER MARKET 20172
NORTH BEACH/CHINATOWN 101123
PARKSIDE/LAKESHORE 12392
POTRERO 59156
RICHMOND 18679
SOMA 73798
SOUTH BAYSHORE 15026
SUNSET 13382
UNION SQ./DOWNTOWN RETAIL 78712
VAN NESS/WESTERN ADDITION 66860
WEST PORTAL/TWIN PEAKS 8380

TOTAL 2945190

INFORMATION-BASED
F.I.R.E. and Corporate Headquarters

Gross Receipts

1995 GROSS RECEIPTS

(Thousands of Dollars)

101,000 to 2,300,520 (I)

20,200 to I 0
1

, 1 25 (7)

0 to 20,200 (8)
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Professional and Business Services

In 1994, Financial District was the center for Professional and Business Sen/ices, with 61% of total

subgroup employnnent (56,700 workers), and 46% of total establishments (2730 firms). Two ring neighbor-

hoods, SOMA and Potrero, emerged as potential centers for these services with the next highest concentra-

tions of jobs (9% and 7% respectively) and establishments (6% and 8% respectively). The downtown

neighborhood of Union Square/Downtown Retail and the other four ring neighborhoods accounted for 1 5%

of total jobs and 24% of total firms. The eight outlying neighborhoods had 9% of all Professional and

Business Services jobs but I 5% of all establishments.

Between 1983 and 1994, Professional and Business Services had substantial gains in both jobs and

establishments in most neighborhoods. This subgroup is moving in the opposite direction from F.I.R.E./Corp;

ten neighborhoods posted gams in jobs while six had losses. Financial District, the leader, posted a 3 I % gain

to 56,700 workers. SOMA and Potrero were again next with the highest absolute employment numbers and

substantial percentage increases, with respectively a 50% increase to 8560 and a 86% increase to 6880.

Three ofthe six neighborhoods which posted job losses were ring: Civic Center, Van Ness/Western Addi-

tion, and North Beach/Chinatown (job losses of 52%, 39%, and 27% respectively). For establishments,

fourteen neighborhoods posted gains, thirteen of which were above 30%. Financial District, with the most

firms, increased 34% to 2730 establishments.

The highest revenue generators for Professional and Business Services are the neighborhoods along

the northeastern side of the City. The Financial District had by far the largest 1 995 gross receipts with $5.8

billion (more than double F.I.R.E./Corp receipts in the Financial District) or 72% of total Professional and

Business Services gross receipts, about I I times that of the next highest, Potrero ($527 million or 7%). The

remaining 1 4 neighborhoods generated $ 1 .7 billion.
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5. Marina/

Fillmore

4. Van Ness/

Western

Addition

3. North Beach/

Chinatown

I . Financial District

2. Union Square/

-Downtown Retail

6. Civic Center

7. SOMA

9. Potrero

-8. Mission

1 0. South Bayshore

I 6. Parkside/

Lakeshore

NEIGHBORHOOD 1983 1994
CIVIC GhNltR 5799 ^775
EXCELSIOR 924 664
FINANCIAL DISTRICT 43399 56667
MARINA/FILLMORE 2223 3043
MISSION 540 912
NORTH BEACH/CHINATOWN 2778 2019
NOE VALLEY/UPPER MARKET 199 583
PARKSIDE/LAKESHORE 263 342
POTRERO 3695 6882
RICHMOND 888 1400

SOUTH BAYSHORE 970 2176
SOMA 5722 8559
SUNSET 483 396
UNION SO./DOWNTOWN RETAIL 3482 3329
VAN NESS/WESTERN ADDITION 3683 2233
WEST PORTAL/TWIN PEAKS 793 1475

TOTAL 75841 93456

INFORMATION-BASED
Professional and Business Ser^/ices

Employment

983

994

San Francisco Planning Department I I June 1998



SAN FRANCISCO'S NEIGHBORHOODS:

EVOLVING ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES

4. Van Ness/ 3. North Beach/

NEIGHBOKHOOD 1983 1994

CIVIC CENTER 293 —m
EXCELSIOR 66 97

FINANCIAL DISTRICT 2043 2731

MARINA/FILLMORE 226 344

MISSION 71 131

NOE VALLEY/UPPER MARKET 56 115

NORTH BEACH/CHINATOWN 182 240

PARKSIDE/LAKESHORE 50 74

POTRERO 163 493

RICHMOND 110 171

SOMA 278 371

SOUTH BAYSHORE 47 92

SUNSET 56 75

UNION SQ./DOWNTOWN RETAIL 305 297

VAN NESS/WESTERN ADDITION 247 249

WEST PORTALATWIN PEAKS 87 129

TOTAL 4280 5885

INFORMATION-BASED
Professional and Business Services

Establishments

1983

1994

San Francisco Planning Department 12 June 1998



SAN FRANCISCO'S NEIGHBORHOODS:

EVOLVING ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES

5. Marina/

Fillmore

4. Van Ness/

Western

Addition

3. North Beach/

Chinatown

I . Financial District

2. Union Square/

Downtown Retail

6. Civic Center

7. SOMA

9. Potrero

8. Mission

1 0. South Bayshore

1995

(Thousands
NEIGHBORHOOD of Dollars)

CIVIC CENTEH
EXCELSIOR 30660
FINANCIAL DISTRICT I 5763288
MARINA/FILLMORE 125281

MISSION 64923

NOE VALLEY/UPPER MARKET 28352

NORTH BEACH/CHINATOWN 240216

PARKSIDE/LAKESHORE 65694
POTRERO 527329
RICHMOND 70880

SOMA 317369

SOUTH BAYSHORE 147884

SUNSET 23787

UNION SQ./DOWNTOWN RETAIL 306442
VAN NESS/WESTERN ADDITION 101530

WEST PORTAL/TWIN PEAKS 26977

TOTAL 7963334

INFORMATION-BASED
Professional and Business Ser^/ices

Gross Receipts

1995 GROSS RECEIPTS

(Thousands of Dollars)

530,000 to 5,770,000 (I)

150,000 to 530,000 (4)

20,000 to 150,000 (II)

San Francisco Planning Department 13 June 1998



SAN FRANCISCO'S NEIGHBORHOODS:

EVOLVING ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES

The Worl<force

Workers in this sector have a wide range of skill levels and duties, with occupations from bank teller to

CEO of an insurance connpany to janitor. On average, jobs in the Information-based activity sector pay more

than those in any other sector. In 1 995, the average wage was $50,962, 3 I % higher than the average wage

across all sectors. Of all Information-based sector jobs, less than 6/6 are low-skilled (high school degree or

less)—almost 8% of all Professional and Business Services jobs are low-skill but less than 4% of F.I.R.E./Corp

jobs are low-skill, the lowest percentage of all sector subgroups. However, because ofthe size of this sector,

the amount of Information-based low-skill employment is still substantial, providing almost 1 0,000 jobs.

Fifty-five percent of San Francisco's Information-based activities workers also live in the City. Across all

sectors, 59% of San Francisco workers are City residents as well. Thus, San Francisco residents are slightly

under-represented in the Information-based sector. This sector employs 40% of all San Francisco residents

who work, which includes those who live in the City but work elsewhere. Three neighborhoods house almost

50% of these workers: Marina/Fillmore (24,500), Richmond ( 1 9,600), and Excelsior ( 1 7,700).

San Francisco Planning Department 14 June 1998



SAN FRANCISCO'S NEIGHBORHOODS:

EVOLVING ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES

INDUSTRIAL SECTOR

Introduction

Before the early I 980s, the Industrial sector employed the most San Francisco workers. In I 976, the

Industrial sector accounted for 35% of citywide employment. By 1 986, the percentage had dropped to 25%,

and in I 996, it was almost 22%. This industrial decline has occurred within a national context of increased

offshore production and plant relocation to suburban areas. The Industrial sector, however, still provides

many jobs, the City's second most after the Information-based sector. The activity that remains in San

Francisco includes a variety of business types and sizes, with very different neighborhood location, building

space, and employee requirements. The extent of the decline also differs among Industry subgroups; certain

businesses within the subgroups are actually stable or growing (e.g., apparel manufacturing and printing). In

addition, the number of firms has been increasing in many subgroups, although jobs have been lost, reflecting

a shift to smaller, more flexible businesses. In 1994, San Francisco had 5430 Industrial establishments,

employing I 1 4,800 people which is more than I 0% of San Francisco's firms and over 20% of its jobs.

The Industrial sector has been divided into four subgroups: construction; manufacturing; transportation,

communications, and public utilities (TCPU); and wholesale. Construction includes building construction by

general contractors, heavy construction, and special trade construction. Manufacturing includes food produc-

tion, apparel production, printing and publishing, and other manufacturing such as furniture and electronic

production. TCPU includes transit, highway, motor freight, water, and air transportation; communications;

and electric, gas, and sanitary sen/ices. Wholesale includes durable and nondurable goods.

Wholesale trade and construction have the most establishments among the four subgroups, but these

firms employ few people. In contrast, manufacturing and TCPU provide many jobs in relatively few firms. In

1 994, wholesale trade accounted for almost 40% (2030) of all Industrial establishments in the City, but less

than 20% (2 1
,800 jobs) of Industrial employment. Similarly, construction comprised 24% of Industrial estab-

lishments ( I 320 firms), but only 1 0% of the employment ( I 1 ,000 jobs). In contrast, manufacturing accounted

for only about 26% of all Industrial establishments citywide (1430), but provided over 31% of Industrial

employment (with 35,800 jobs). Almost I I % (578) ofthe City's Industrial firms in 1 994 were in the TCPU

subgroup; however, TCPU employment accounted for over 27% (3 1 ,400) of the City's Industrial jobs.

Between 1 983 and 1 994, the number of Industrial establishments increased by 6%, while the number

of Industrial jobs decreased by 23%. Both the construction and the TCPU subgroups grew in establishments

by 26% and 1 9% respectively, while their employment declined by 22% and 1 5% respectively. In the manu-

facturing and wholesale groups, the number of establishments declined along with the employment: the total

number of manufacturing firms decreased by 4% while employment decreased by 24%, and the total number

of wholesale firms declined by I % while employment decreased by 34%. (Although overall manufacturing

employment declined, two groups showed gains: printing and apparel.) Gross receipts for the Industrial

sector in 1995 totaled about $6 billion, or 22% of citywide total gross receipts. The total payroll for

Industrial sector employees declined I 3% between 1988 and 1996, from $5,639 billion to $4,879 billion

( 1 996 dollars), or 23% of the citywide total payroll.

In I 994, four eastern neighborhoods had the most Industrial sector activity: Financial District, SOMA,

Potrero, and, to a lesser extent. South Bayshore. Between 1983 and 1994, however, the location of this

activity shifted, with Financial District overall losing Industrial employment (more than one-half of jobs were

lost) and establishments while the other three neighborhoods gained. Chinatown and Civic Center have also

experienced significant losses.

San Francisco Planning Department 15 june 1998



SAN FRANCISCO'S NEIGHBORHOODS:

EVOLVING ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES

Employment, Establishment, and Revenue

Generation Patterns in the Neighborhoods

Construction

In general, the outlying neighborhoods of San Francisco have a high concentration of construction firms

but relatively low employment. This relationship occurs because the small construction firms or contractors

often report their business location at their residences, while the larger firms operate out of San Francisco's

industrial or commercial areas. Of all the neighborhoods, South Bayshore had the most construction firms

(200) and jobs (2840) in I 994. Other neighborhoods with a relative concentration of firms were Excelsior

(145), Richmond (125), Mission (I 15), and Parkside/Lakeshore (I 10). The concentration of construction

employment was found in Financial District (2 1 1 0), Potrero (1310), and SOMA ( I I 00).

Overall, the number of construction firms increased by 26% from 1 983 to 1 994 (to I 320 firms), while

the number of construction jobs decreased by 2 I % (to I I , I 00 jobs). This reflects an overall decrease in

average construction firm size. The increase in firms occurred mostly in the outlying neighborhoods: South

Bayshore, Parkside/Lakeshore, and the Sunset saw particularly large increases in both percentage and abso-

lute number. The decrease in construction jobs was concentrated in the downtown and ring neighborhoods,

particularly in Financial District, Mission, North Beach/Chinatown, and Van Ness/Western Addition. Large

construction firms (with 20 or more employees) were relatively concentrated in South Bayshore (with 1 5% of

firms overall and 30% of large firms) and Potrero (7% of firms overall, but I 6% of large firms).

Revenue generation for construction is concentrated on the eastern side of the City. In 1 995, South

Bayshore generated the highest gross receipts (24% of the $1.1 14 billion total). Three other neighborhoods

combined to generate the next 46% of citywide receipts: Financial District ( I 8%), Potrero ( 1 5%), and SOMA
(13%). The other twelve neighborhoods accounted for the remaining 30%, with the Mission having the

greatest share at 7% of the citywide total.

San Francisco Planning Department 16 June 1998



SAN FRANCISCO'S NFIGHBQRHOODS:

EVOLVING ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES

5. Marina/

Fillmore

4. Van Ness/

Western

Addition

3. North Beach/

Chinatown

I . Financial District

2. Union Square/

-Downtown Retail

1 6. Parkside/

Lakeshore
I I . Excelsior

6. Civic Center

7. SOMA

-9. Potrero

-8. Mission

1 0. South Bayshore

NEIGHBORHOOD 1983 1994
CIVIC CENTER 98 198

EXCELSIOR 696 552
FINANCIAL DISTRICT 4932 2112

MARINA/FILLMORE 510 455

MISSION 1580 847
NORTH BEACH/CHINATOWN 469 122

NOE VALLEY/UPPER MARKET 60 114

PARKSIDE/LAKESHORE 232 298
POTRERO 1700 1314
RICHMOND 342 429
SOUTH BAYSHORE 1530 2841

SOMA 1203 1101

SUNSET 162 196

UNION SQ./DOWNTOWN RETAIL 105 103

VAN NESS/WESTERN ADDITION 314 162

WEST PORTAL/TWIN PEAKS 160 239

TOTAL 14093 11083

INDUSTRIAL
Construction

Employment

983

994

San Francisco Planning Department 17 June 1998



SAN FRANCISCO'S NEIGHBORHOODS:

EVOLVING ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES

5. Marina/

Fillmore

4. Van Ness/

Western

Addition

3. North Beach/

Chinatown

Financial District

2. Union Square/

Downtown Retail

. Civic Center

. SOMA

. Potrero

Mission

. South Bayshore

NEIGHBORHOOD 1983 1994
CIVIC CbNIbH 15 25

EXCELSIOR 99 144

FINANCIAL DISTRICT 67 55

MARINA/FILLMORE 86 80
MISSION 111 116

NORTH BEACH/CHINATOWN 37 21

NOE VALLEY 27 45

PARKSIDE/LAKESHORE 64 108

POTRERO 89 95

RICHMOND 88 123

SOUTH BAYSHORE 114 200

SOMA 101 98

SUNSET 50 80
UNION SQUARE 18 21

VAN NESS/W ADDITION 36- 34
WEST PORTALH'WIN PKS 47 74

TOTAL 1049 1319

INDUSTRIAL
Construction

Establishments

1983

1994

San Francisco Planning Department 18 June 1998



SAN FRANCISCO'S NEIGHBORHOODS:

EVOLVING ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES

5. Marina/

Fillmore

4. Van Ness/

Western

Addition

3. North Beach/

Chinatown

I . Financial District

2. Union Square/

Downtown Retail

6. Civic Center

7. SOMA

9. Potrero

8. Mission

0. South Bayshore

1995
(Thousands

NEIGHBORHOOD of Dollars)

CIVIC CENTER 11665
EXCELSIOR 58437
FINANCIAL DISTRICT 209545
MARINA/FILLMORE 18339
MISSION 72058
NOE VALLEY/UPPER MARKET 7199

NORTH BEACH/CHINATOWN 32332
PARKSIDE/LAKESHORE 27994
POTRERO 166376
RICHMOND 41443
SOMA 149579
SOUTH BAYSHORE 273556 I
SUNSET 19966
UNION SQ./DOWNTOWN RETAIL 7620
VAN NESS/WESTERN ADDITION 19599
WEST PORTALATWIN PEAKS 28993

TOTAL 1144039

INDUSTRIAL
Construction

Gross Receipts

1995 GROSS RECEIPTS

(Thousands of Dollars)

210,000 to 274,000 (I)

73,200 to 210,000 (3)

7,000 to 73,000 (12)

San Francisco Planning Department 19 June 1998



SAN FRANCISCO'S NEIGHBORHOODS:

EVOLVING ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES

Manufacturing

Both manufacturing ennploynnent and firnns are ovenA/helmingly concentrated in four neighborhoods.

SOMA was the leader in I 994 with 285 firms and 1 0,800 jobs, followed by Financial District (200 firms and

7520 jobs), Potrero (255 firms and 7250 jobs), and South Bayshore (200 firms and 4560 jobs). Altogether,

these four neighborhoods accounted for 66% ofthe City's manufacturing firms and 84% of its manufacturing

jobs.

In the manufacturing subgroup, employment has decreased at a faster pace than firms, indicating

decreasing firm size average, as in construction. Between 1983 and 1994, there was a 23% decrease in

manufacturing jobs and a 4% decrease in manufacturing firms. However, three of the four neighborhoods

which house most ofthe City's manufacturing actually experienced increases in the numbers of manufacturing

firms and jobs: only Financial District lost a substantial number of each (62 firms and 7750 jobs). Thus, it

appears that the manufacturing sector is consolidating in three neighborhoods: SOMA, Potrero, and South

Bayshore.

Within the manufacturing subgroup, 69% of all firms are in three business types: apparel manufacturing

and textile products (30%), printing and publishing (3 I %), and food processing (8%). Moreover, 77% of all

manufacturing jobs are in these three business types, with 4 1 % in apparel, 25% in printing and publishing, and

I I % in food processing.

These three business types have shown tremendous locational shifts in the past ten years. Apparel

manufacturing, which in I 983 was located in Financial District (with 26% of employment) and Chinatown

( 1 0%), as well as SOMA (24%) and Potrero ( I 5%), has largely shifted out of Financial District and Chinatown

and IS now concentrated mostly in SOMA (39%) and Potrero (24%). Medium and large firms are particularly

likely to locate in SOMA or Potrero; these neighborhoods hosted 50% of all apparel manufacturers overall,

but 66% of the firms with 20 or more employees.

Printing and publishing (which includes newspaper, book, and periodical publishing as well as traditional

commercial printing) was located in 1983 mostly in SOMA (with 44% of jobs) and Financial District (28%).

In I 994, this business type had only 35% of its jobs in SOMA and 26% in Financial District. The bulk of the

jobs have shifted to Potrero (up to 23% of all jobs in 1 994, from I 3% of jobs in 1983). While small printing

and publishing firms were distributed rather evenly across Financial District, SOMA, and Potrero, the rela-

tively large fioorplates in SOMA and Potrero attracted the medium and large firms: these two neighbor-

hoods had only 35% of the printing and publishing firms overall, but had 46% ofthe firms with more than 20

employees and 64% of the I I firms with more than I 00 employees.

Food processing, which overall has declined in employment by more than 50%, was concentrated in

the Financial District (in 1 983, 4 I % of all food processing jobs). In 1 994, it had a negligible presence there

(5% of jobs) as the seven largest firms departed in the late I 980s. The majority of these 4070 food

processing jobs were in South Bayshore (4 1 %) and SOMA (27%).

The neighborhoods that generate the highest manufacturing revenues are located along the eastern

side of the City. In I 995, SOMA (37%) and Potrero (33%) accounted for a substantial 70% of the citywide

manufacturing gross receipts of $488 million. The next highest revenue generators. Financial District ( I 3%)

and South Bayshore (9%), are at either end of these two contiguous neighborhoods.

San Francisco Planning Department 20 June 1998



SAN FRANCISCO'S NEIGHBORHOODS:

EVOLVING ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES

5. Manna/

Fillmore

4. Van Ness/

Western

Addition

3. North Beach/

Chinatown

. Financial District

2. Union Square/

-Downtown Retail

0. South Bayshore

NEIGHBORHOOD 1983 1994

CIVIC CENTER 1041 414

EXCELSIOR 469 188

FINANCIAL DISTRICT 15261 7516

MARINA/FILLMORE 355 358

MISSION 2738 1612

NORTH BEACH/CHINATOWN 2503 1005

NOE VALLEY/UPPER MARKET 120 63

PARKSIDE/LAKESHORE 259 144

POTRERO 7198 7247
RICHMOND 408 123

SOUTH BAYSHORE 4335 4559

SOMA 9525 10848

SUNSET 217 54

UNION SQ./DOWNTOWN RETAIL 1667 1135

VAN NESS/WESTERN ADDITION 448 493

WEST PORTAL/TWIN PEAKS 60 78

TOTAL 46604 35837

INDUSTRIAL
Manufacturing

Employment

983

994

San Francisco Planning Department 21 June 1998



SAN FRANCISCO'S NEIGHBORHOODS:

EVOLVING ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES

5. Marina/

Fillmore

4. Van Ness/

Western

Addition

3. North Beach/

Chinatown

I . Financial District

2. Union Square/

-Downtown Retail

1 6. Parkside/

Lakeshore

-6. Civic Center

-7. SOMA

9. Potrero

-8. Mission

1 0. South Bayshore

NEIGHBORHOOD 1983 1994
CIVIC CENTER 54 33
EXCELSIOR 32 24
FINANCIAL DISTRICT 262 200
MARINA/FILLMORE 42 52
MISSION 94 98
NORTH BEACH/CHINATOWN 104 71

NOE VALLEY/UPPER MARKET 18 16

PARKSIDE/LAKESHORE 15 20
POTRERO 227 254
RICHMOND 37 20
SOUTH BAYSHORE 170 201

SOMA 265 286
SUNSET 14 15

UNION SQ./DOWNTOWN RETAIL 89 87
VAN NESS/WESTERN ADDITION 45 35
WEST PORTALTTWIN PEAKS 13 16

TOTAL 1481 1428

INDUSTRIAL
Manufacturing

Establishments

1983

1994

San Francisco Planning Department 22 June 1998



SAN FRANCISCO'S NEIGHBORHOODS:

EVOLVING ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES

5. Marina/

Fillmore

4. Van Ness/

Western

Addition

3. North Beach/

Chinatown

I . Financial District

2. Union Square/

Dov\/ntown Retail

6. Civic Center

7. SOMA

9. Potrero

8. Mission

0. South Bayshore

1995

(Thousands
NEIGHBORHOOD of Dollars)

CIV/IC CENTER 641

EXCELSIOR 1555

FINANCIAL DISTRICT 61699
MARINA/FILLMORE 1275

MISSION 16495

NOE VALLEY/UPPER MARKET 1153

NORTH BEACH/CHINATOWN 8152

PARKSIDE/LAKESHORE 224

POTRERO 1 161289

RICHMOND 2535
SOMA 1 178237

SOUTH BAYSHORE 41480
SUNSET 1426

UNION SO./DOWNTOWN RETAIL 7643
VAN NESS/WESTERN ADDITION 3609
WEST PORTAL/TWIN PEAKS 767

TOTAL 488180

INDUSTRIAL
Manufacturing

Gross Receipts

1995 GROSS RECEIPTS

(Thousands of Dollars)

62,000 to 179,000 (2)

16,500 to 62,000 (2)

220 to 16,500 (12)

San Francisco Planning Department 23 June 1998



SAN FRANCISCO'S NEIGHBORHOODS:

EVOLVING ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES

Transportation, Communications, and Public

Utilities (TCPU)

The TCPU subgroup is concentrated in Financial District, SOMA, Potrero, and, to a lesser extent,

South Bayshore: in 1994, these neighborhoods hosted 63% ofTCPU firms and 79% of TCPU jobs. How-

ever, the distribution of firms and employment varied across these key neighborhoods, as some had large

firms and some small. For instance, SOMA, with only 8% of the firms but 24% of the employment, had a

disproportionate number of large firms (20% of those with 100 employees or more); in contrast. South

Bayshore had 1 4% of the firms but only 9% of the TCPU jobs.

Overall, the distribution ofTCPU establishments has changed little since 1 983, while the employment

landscape has shifted dramatically. The SOMA and Potrero neighborhoods increased their relative share of

employment (from 1 0% to 24% and from 9% to 24%, respectively), while Financial District saw substantial

losses in its share (from 55% to 23% of all TCPU employment). This occurred in large part because of the

deregulation of communications and public utilities, the shift of back-office employment from downtown to

the suburbs, and the grov\^h of small service providers.

The transportation business type provided the greatest share ofTCPU employment in 1 994 (58%, or

I 8,200 jobs). The key neighborhoods for transportation sector jobs were SOMA (25%), Financial District

( 1 4%), Potrero (9%), and South Bayshore (8%). While the largest firms were generally located at the airport,

other concentrations of large transportation firms may be found in Financial District, North Beach/Chinatown,

and SOMA; indeed, although only 8% of transportation firms overall were large (with 1 00 or more employ-

ees), 1 7% of SOMA firms were large.

The communications business type provided 7200 jobs in 1994, or 23% of TCPU employment.

Potrero and Financial District hosted most of the City's jobs in communications, with 43% and 27% respec-

tively. Most ofthe largest communications firms (with I 00 or more employees) were found in the Financial

District (eight firms, or 47% of the large firms).

Public utilities provided 6000 jobs, or I 9% of I 994 TCPU employment. The vast majority of these

jobs are with PG&E, located in its mam headquarters in Financial District. Other smaller public utilities

establishments are located throughout the City, particularly in Excelsior, Potrero, SOMA, and South Bayshore.

TCPU revenue generation of $ 1 .445 billion is centered in the two downtown neighborhoods. In I 995,

Financial District generated over half (56%) of the citywide total and Union Square/Downtown Retail was

next with 24%. The other fourteen neighborhoods generated the remaining 20% of the citywide total, with

Potrero having the greatest percentage among this group (7%).
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SAN FRANCISCO'S NEIGHBORHOODf;;

EVOLVING ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES

5. Marina/

Fillmore

4. Van Ness/

Western

Addition

3. North Beach/

Chinatown

. Financial District

2. Union Square/

-Downtown Retail

—6. Civic Center

7. SOMA

-9. Potrero

8. Mission

1 0. South Bayshore

NEIGHBORHOOD 1983 1994
CIVIC CENTER 2634 400
EXCELSIOR 1043 551

FINANCIAL DISTRICT 21181 7071

MARINA/FILLMORE 324 464
MISSION 815 1078
NORTH BEACH/CHINATOWN 191 2025
NOE VALLEY/UPPER MARKET 54 19

PARKSIDE/LAKESHORE 92 114

POTRERO 3624 7522
RICHMOND 113 121

SOUTH BAYSHORE 1170 2691

SOMA 3983 7375
SUNSET 34 36
UNION SQ./DOWNTOWN RETAIL 2482 1231

VAN NESS/WESTERN ADDITION 746 493
WEST PORTAL/rWIN PEAKS 198 188

TOTAL 38685 31380

INDUSTRIAL
Transportation, Connmunications,

and Public Utilities

Employment

983

994

San Francisco Planning Departnnent 25 June 1998



SAN FRANCISCO'S NEIGHBORHOODS;

EVOLVING ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES

5. Marina/

Fillmore

4. Van Ness/

Western

Addition

3. North Beach/

Chinatown

I . Financial District

2. Union Square/

Downtown Retail

-6. Civic Center

7. SOMA

9. Potrero

8. Mission

0. South Bayshore

NEIGHBORHOOD 1983 1994
CIVIC CENTER 35 41

EXCELSIOR 22 12

FINANCIAL DISTRICT 117 129

MARINA/FILLMORE 24 26

MISSION 20 21

NORTH BEACH/CHINATOWN 8 25
NOE VALLEY/UPPER MARKET 8 1

PARKSIDE/LAKESHORE 5 10

POTRERO 78 110

RICHMOND 13 18

SOUTH BAYSHORE 65 80
SOMA 37 44
SUNSET 5 8
UNION SQ./DOWNTOWN RETAIL 29 34
VAN NESS/WESTERN ADDITION 19 14

WEST PORTAL/TWIN PEAKS 4 5

TOTAL 489 578

INDUSTRIAL
Transportation, Communications,

and Public Utilities

Establishments

1983

1994

San Francisco Planning Department 26 June 1998



SAN FRANCISCO'S NEIGHBORHOODS:

EVOLVING ECONOMIC ACTIVITiES

5. Marina/

Fillmore

4. Van Ness/

Western

Addition

3. North Beach/

Chinatown

. Financial District

2. Union Square/

Downtown Retail

6. Civic Center

7. SOMA

9. Potrero

8. Mission

0. South Bayshore

1995
(Thousands

NEIGHBORHOOD of Dollars)

CIVIC CENTER
EXCELSIOR 1647

FINANCIAL DISTRICT ^ 804913 H
MARINA/FILLMORE 1468

MISSION 72235
NOE VALLEY/UPPER MARKET 0

NORTH BEACH/CHINATOWN 24215

PARKSIDE/LAKESHORE 987

POTRERO 103016

RICHMOND 1501

SOMA 32899

SOUTH BAYSHORE 27907

SUNSET 84

UNION SO./DOWNTOWN RETAIL 349077
VAN NESS/WESTERN ADDITION 22111

WEST PORTAL/TWIN PEAKS 101

TOTAL 1445378

INDUSTRIAL
Transportation, Connmunications,

and Public Utilities

Gross Receipts

1995 GROSS RECEIPTS

(Thousands of Dollars)

350,000 to 805,000 (I)

103,100 to 350,000 (I)

0 to 103,100 (14)
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SAN FRANCISCO'S NEIGHBORHOODS:

EVOLVING ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES

Wholesale

The wholesale subgroup, including wholesale trade of both durable and nondurable goods, is concen-

trated in four neighborhoods. In I 994, Financial District was the leader with 6920 jobs (32%), followed by

Potrero with 4110 jobs ( I 9%), SOMA with 4030 jobs ( I 8%), and South Bayshore with 3 I 50 jobs ( 1 4%).

Despite the concentration of jobs in Financial District, that neighborhood contained only 1 1% of the whole-

sale firms; in contrast, SOMA, with I 8% of wholesale jobs citywide, had 24% of the firms.

The wholesale subgroup declined dramatically (by about I /3) from 1 983 to 1 994, but unlike manufac-

turing, the spatial distribution of jobs and firms did not change greatly: Financial District and Civic Center

experienced slight losses in their relative shares of wholesale trade, while Potrero, SOMA, and South Bayshore

posted slight gams. This uniform distribution of change in the industry suggests that the citywide decline in this

sector is due to the transformation of the wholesale industry, rather than factors particular to San Francisco

neighborhoods.

One outlying and two ring neighborhoods accounted for 66% of the $2.9 I 3 billion citywide wholesale

gross receipts in 1 995: South Bayshore (25%), Potrero (2 1 %), and SOMA (20%). The other thirteen neigh-

borhoods generated the remaining 33% of gross receipts, with the Financial District accounting for the

highest percentage ( I 3%) among that group.
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SAN FRANCISCO'S NEIGHBORHOODS:

EVOLVING ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES

5. Marina/

Fillmore

4. Van Ness/

Western

Addition

3. North Beach/

Chinatown

. Financial District

2. Union Square/

-Downtown Retail

6. Civic Center

I 6. Parl<side/

Lakeshore

7. SOMA

9. Potrero

8. Mission

0. South Bayshore

NEIGHBORHOOD 1983 1994
CIVIC CENTER 2291 283
EXCELSIOR 449 298

FINANCIAL DISTRICT 11453 6924
MARINA/FILLMORE 435 315
MISSION 859 506

NORTH BEACH/CHINATOWN 408 622
NOE VALLEY/UPPER MARKET 81 90
PARKSIDE/LAKESHORE 298 205
POTRERO 5336 4108
RICHMOND 250 357
SOUTH BAYSHORE 4407 3151

SOMA 5183 4027
SUNSET 88 123

UNION SQ./DOWNTOWN RETAIL 602 496
VAN NESSWESTERN ADDITION 789 244

WEST PORTALTTWIN PEAKS 82 97

TOTAL 33011 21846

INDUSTRIAL
Wholesale

Employment

983

994
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SAN FRANCISCO'S NEIGHBORHOODS:

EVOLVING ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES

4. Van Ness/ 3. North Beach/

NEIGHBORHOOD 1983 1994

CIVIC CENTER 103 64

EXCELSIOR 31 43

FINANCIAL DISTRICT 429 345

MARINA/FILLMORE 61 71

MISSION 69 67

NORTH BEACH/CHINATOWN 54 65

NOE VALLEY/UPPER MARKET 15 9

PARKSIDE/LAKESHORE 26 32

POTRERO 273 288

RICHMOND 49 79

SOUTH BAYSHORE 278 280

SOMA 470 487

SUNSET 23 34

UNION SQ./DOWNTOWN RETAIL 84 80

VAN NESS/WESTERN ADDITION 61 49

WEST PORTAL/TWIN PEAKS 16 34

TOTAL 2042 2027

INDUSTRIAL
Wholesale

Establishments

1983

1994
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SAN FRANCISCO'S NEIGHBORHOOD?;:

EVOLVING ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES

4. Van Ness/ 3. North Beach/

NEIGHBORHOOD

1995

(Thousands

of Dollars)

CIVIC CENTER
EXCELSIOR
FINANCIAL DISTRICT

MARINA/FILLMORE
MISSION
NOE VALLEY/UPPER MARKET
NORTH BEACH/CHINATOWN
PARKSIDE/LAKESHORE
POTRERO
RICHMOND
SOMA
SOUTH BAYSHORE
SUNSET
UNION SQ./DOWNTOWN RETAIL
VAN NESS/WESTERN ADDITION
WEST PORTAL/TWIN PEAKS

TOTAL

49557

80829

377483

26309

56967

2673

98872

10031

24728

567546

23994

139824

91610

16277

2913260

INDUSTRIAL
Wholesale

Gross Receipts

1995 GROSS RECEIPTS

(Thousands of Dollars)

568,000 to 735,000 (2)

140,000 to 568,000 (2)

2,000 to 140,000 (12)
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SAN FRANCISCO'S NEIGHBORHOODS:

EVOLVING ECONOMIC ACTiVITiES

The Workforce

Workers with a variety of skill levels are employed in the Industrial sector, ranging from highly skilled

engineers and desktop publishers, to production and construction supei^isors, to construction laborers,

machine operators, and administrative support staff Similarly, wage levels within this sector vary, depending

on the extent of unionization and the skill requirements ofthe jobs. The average wage per employee for the

Industrial sector in 1995 was $42,743, which is almost 10% higher than the average wage for all workers

($38,983) in San Francisco.

About 23% of all Industrial sector jobs are low-skilled (defined as requiring a high school degree or

less). However, low-skill employment is not equally distributed among the four subgroups: construction and

manufacturing each have about 35% of their jobs as low-skill, while only about I 6% of either TCPU or

wholesale jobs qualify as low-skill. Overall, the Industrial sector provides a disproportionate share of San

Francisco's low-skill employment since it accounts for 20% of the City's jobs but provides 32% of the City's

total low-skilled employment.

The different Industrial sectors vary widely in the proportion of jobs they provide for San Francisco

residents. San Francisco residents constitute 47% of construction workers, 59% of manufacturing workers,

46% ofTCPU workers, and 50% of wholesale workers. Overall, 5 I % of Industrial sector workers are City

residents, as compared to 59% of all City workers. Thus, with the exception ofthe manufacturing sector, San

Franciscans are generally under-represented in the Industrial sector.

The majority of San Franciscans who work in the Industrial sector live in six neighborhoods, roughly

following the distribution of workers in the City as a whole: I 6% are in Excelsior, I 2% in Richmond, i I % in

Marina/Fillmore, 10% in the Mission, 8% in Parkside/Lakeshore, and 7% in the Sunset. Excelsior's share of

residents who work in the Industrial sector is slightly greater than its share of the overall workforce in San

Francisco.
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SAN FRANCISCO'S NEIGHBORHOODS:

EVOLVING ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES

RETAIL SECTOR

Introduction

Retail activity includes large- and small-scale sales and services venues for walk-in customers such as

department stores, galleries, and eating and drinking establishments. Retail also includes neighborhood ser-

vices and shops (e.g., drycleaners, auto repair shops, and beauty shops). Retail activity serves a number of

constituencies: residents, commuters. Bay Area shoppers, as well as tourists from outside the region. The

nature of retail in San Francisco is also changing: wholesale and warehouse-type stores are becoming more

popular than smaller neighborhood shops and, to a lesser degree, department stores. Retail contributes

greatly to San Francisco's economic health by providing sales tax revenue and employing residents. Sales

taxes provided more than S 1 08 million in fiscal year I 997; this sector also employs one-third of San Fran-

cisco residents who also work in the City.

The Retail sector has been divided into three subgroups: eating and drinking places, comparison retail,

and convenience retail. Eating and drinking places such as restaurants, cafes, and bars serve local, regional

and visitor populations. Comparison retail includes department stores and apparel stores which offer their

customers a wide array of products and prices; these stores' products are differentiated so that the cus-

tomer will make a trip to "compare" the various offerings. These establishments also serve local, regional, and

visitor populations. In contrast, convenience retail is less differentiated and a purchase from such an establish-

ment IS based more on proximity, and these establishments mainly serve the local population. Convenience

retail includes food stores, drug stores, personal services such as laundry, auto services, furniture stores,

building and garden supply stores, and repair services such as electrical repair.

Between 1983 and 1994, eating and drinking retail increased in both employment by 6% to 30,700

workers or 6% of the citywide total and number of establishments (by I 6% to 2530). For both comparison

and convenience retail, the size of establishments has decreased. For comparison retail, employment declined

by 1 5% to I 3,500 (3/6 ofthe citywide total) while the number of establishments increased by 3% to 760; for

convenience retail, employment decreased by 4% to 33,500 workers (696 ofthe citywide total) and number

of establishments increased by 6% to 4820. These changes indicate that comparison and convenience retail

are operating establishments with fewer employees. In 1995, Retail accounted for 27% of total citywide

gross receipts, or $7,755 billion. Payroll for Retail sector employees declined by 996 between 1988 and

I 996. from $ 1 .857 billion to $ 1 .68 I billion, or 8% of the I 996 citywide payroll total ( 1 996 dollars).

The size of establishments varies somewhat among the three subgroups. Eating and drinking places

had more workers per establishment than the other subgroups, with a higher percentage of establishments

employing between 10 and 49 workers. Convenience retail had the highest percentage of small establish-

ments, those employing less than 1 0 workers. However, for each subgroup, 95/6 or more of establishments

employed less than 50 workers.

At the neighborhood level, most retail activity is in the downtown or ring neighborhoods. Financial

District, Marina/Fillmore, and North Beach/Chinatown are the leaders in eating and drinking places. However,

between 1983 and 1994, both Financial District and North Beach/Chinatown posted employment and

establishment losses while Manna/Fillmore experienced healthy increases. For comparison retail, SOMA,

Union Square/Downtown Retail, Civic Center, and Parkside/Lakeshore had the most activity. Convenience

retail was the most broadly distributed of the three subgroups among the neighborhoods, with SOMA,

Marina/Fillmore, and Financial District having the most jobs and establishments.
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SAN FRANCISCO'S NEIGHBORHOODS:

EVOLVING ECONOMIC ACTIVITiES

Employment, Establishment, and Revenue

Generation Patterns in the Neighborhoods

Eating and Drinking Places

In 1 994, jobs and establishments were concentrated in three neighborhoods, one downtown and two

ring: Financial District, Marina/Fillmore, and North Beach/Chinatown. These neighborhoods together ac-

counted for 43% of employnnent and 33% of establishments. The remainder ofjobs and establishments were

located throughout the City, with the ring neighborhoods of Civic Center, Van Ness/Western Addition, and

SOMA having the most activity. However, the outlying neighborhood of Richmond also had a substantial

percentage of employment (7%) and establishments (9%).

Between 1983 and 1994, three key neighborhoods lost jobs and establishments: Financial District

(- 1
9%/-

1 3%), North Beach/Chinatown (-9%/-2%), and Civic Center (-22%/-2%). However, eleven neighbor-

hoods posted gains, led by Marina/Fillmore (38%/4 1 %). Other neighborhoods which had significant numbers

and showed substantial growth were Richmond (46%/2l%) and SOMA (46%/32%).

Eating and drinking places generated $1,153 billion in 1 995 gross receipts (4% of citywide total). The

largest revenue generators were the neighborhoods in the northern half ofthe City, led by Financial District

and North Beach/Chinatown, which respectively accounted for 17% and 16% of the eating and drinking

gross receipt total. Five neighborhoods produced between 5% and 1 0% of total receipts: Marina/Fillmore,

Civic Center, Van Ness/Western Addition, Richmond, and SOMA. Union Square/Downtown Retail was the

exception to the dominance ofthese downtown and ring neighborhoods, generating 4% of the total.
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SAN FRANCISCO'S NEIGHBORHQOnSr

EVOLVING ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES

4. Van Ness/ 3. North Beach/

NEIGHBORHOOD 1983 1994
CIVIC CENTER

"
3520 2756

EXCELSIOR 493 551

FINANCIAL DISTRICT 5819 4707
MARINA/FILLMORE 3135 4332
MISSION 808 1119
NORTH BEACH/CHINATOWN 4409 4036
NOE VALLEY/UPPER MARKET 1137 1062

PARKSIDE/LAKESHORE 701 970
POTRERO 292 1416
RICHMOND 1485 2167
SOUTH BAYSHORE 216 604
SOMA 1304 1909
SUNSET 506 815
UNION SQ./DOWNTOWN RETAIL 2767 1779
VAN NESS/WESTERN ADDITION 2026 2099
WEST PORTAL/TWIN PEAKS 339 405

TOTAL 28957 30701

RETAIL

Eating and Drinking Places

Employment

983

994
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SAN FRANCISCO'S NEIGHBORHOODS:

EVOLVING ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES

5. Marina/

Fillmore

4. Van Ness/

Western

Addition

3. North Beach/

Chinatown

I . Financial District

2. Union Square/

-Downtown Retail

1 0. South Bayshore

NEIGHBORHOOD 1983 1994
CIVIC ChNI hR 206 —5'6T

EXCELSIOR 62 79

FINANCIAL DISTRICT 324 282

MARINA/FILLMORE 230 324
MISSION 121 174

NOE VALLEY/UPPER MARKET 97 97

NORTH BEACH/CHINATOWN 243 239
PARKSIDE/LAKESHORE 53 84

POTRERO 52 100

RICHMOND 181 219

SOMA 133 176

SOUTH BAYSHORE 33 34

SUNSET 83 112

UNION SQ./DOWNTOWN RETAIL 147 146

VAN NESS/WESTERN ADDITION 177 210

WEST PORTAL/TWIN PEAKS 42 57

TOTAL 2184 2534

RETAIL

Eating and Drinking Places

Establishments

1983

1994
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SAN FRANCISCO'S NEIGHRORHOOD*;:

EVOLVING ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES

5. Marina/

Fillmore

4. Van Ness/

Western

Addition

3. North Beach/

Chinatown

Financial District

2. Union Square/

Downtown Retail

6. Civic Center

7. SOMA

9. Potrero

8. Mission

0. South Bayshore

1995
(Thousands

NEIGHBORHOOD of Dollars)

CIVIC CENTER
EXCELSIOR 54400
FINANCIAL DISTRICT 197540
MARINA/FILLMORE 115608
MISSION 41480
NOE VALLEY/UPPER MARKET 46477
NORTH BEACH/CHINATOWN 189067
PARKSIDE/LAKESHORE 27141
POTRERO 41910
RICHMOND 67399
SOMA 65583
SOUTH BAYSHORE 18212
SUNSET 29678
UNION SQ./DOWNTOWN RETAIL 51198
VAN NESS/WESTERN ADDITION 85830
WEST PORTALn"WIN PEAKS 14996

TOTAL 1152712

RETAIL

Eating and Drinking Places

Gross Receipts

1995 GROSS RECEIPTS

(Thousands of Dollars)

16,000 to 198,000 (2)

55,200 to I 16,000 (5)

14,000 to 55,000 (9)
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SAN FRANCISCO'S NEIGHBORHOODS:

EVOLVING ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES

Comparison Retail

In 1994, comparison retail was mainly centered in the northeast quadrant of San Francisco. Four

neighborhoods accounted for 68% of employment, two ring, one downtown, and one outlying: SOMA
(23%), Union Square/Downtown Retail (17%), Civic Center (15%), and Parkside/Lakeshore (13%). How-

ever, these neighborhoods accounted for only 4 I % of establishments, pointing to a concentration of larger

establishments in these neighborhoods, with the remaining neighborhoods having smaller stores. For ex-

ample. North Beach/Chinatown had almost as many stores as SOMA, but SOMA had over four times the

number of employees.

Between 1983 and 1994, more neighborhoods lost than gained both comparison retail jobs and

establishments. However, these losses were not equally large. For example, Civic Center experienced sub-

stantial losses in employment (-38% or I 200 jobs) while posting a comparatively small 8% decline in number

of establishments. Even more dramatic is Union Square/Downtown Retail, where employment declined by

1 4% but establishments gained 7% to I 23, or the most comparison retail stores in the City. SOMA posted

a small decline in employment (-3%), but a substantial 32% increase in establishments. Financial District,

however, posted substantial losses in both employment and establishments (-24%/-23%).

Comparison retail generated $ 1 .223 billion in 1 995 gross receipts (4% ofthe citywide total). Substan-

tial revenue generators are tightly clustered in the northeast quadrant. The largest revenue generator by a

clear margin was Union Square/Downtown Retail with 41% of the comparison retail gross receipt total.

SOMA and Financial District produced the next most significant amounts ofthe citywide total, 1 9% and 1 4%

respectively. The remaining thirteen neighborhoods all generated less than 6%, and eight produced less than

2%.
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SAN FRANCISCO'S NEIGHBORHOOD*;-

EVOLVING ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES

5. Marina/

Fillmore

4. Van Ness/

Western

Addition

3. North Beach/

Chinatown

I . Financial District

2. Union Square/

Downtown Retail

1 6. Parkside/
(

Lakeshore

—6. Civic Center

7. SOMA

-9. Potrero

8. Mission

1 0, South Bayshore

NEIGHBORHOOD 1983 1994
CIVIC CbNTErt 3285
EXCELSIOR 80 72
FINANCIAL DISTRICT 1512 1145

MARINA/FILLMORE 327 488
MISSION 381 231

NORTH BEACH/CHINATOWN 356 725
NOB VALLEY/UPPER MARKET 186 212
PARKSIDE/LAKESHORE 1454 1804
POTRERO 395 354
RICHMOND 778 503
SOUTH BAYSHORE 856 110

SOMA 3123 3036
SUNSET 82 75
UNION SQ./DOWNTOWN RETAIL 2691 2321

VAN NESS/WESTERN ADDITION 230 274
WEST PORTAL/TWIN PEAKS 39 71

TOTAL 15775 13471

RETAIL

Comparison Retail

Employment

983

994
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SAN FRANCISCO'S NEIGHBORHOODS:

EVOLVING ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES

4. Van Ness/ 3. North Beach/

Western Chinatown

NEIGHBORHOOD 1983 1994

CMC CENlbH 53 45

EXCELSIOR 15 12

FINANCIAL DISTRICT 100 77

MARINA/FILLMORE 73 86

MISSION 52 42

NOE VALLEY/UPPER MARKET 36 30
NORTH BEACH/CHINATOWN 45 83

PARKSIDE/LAKESHORE 38 52

POTRERO 8 23

RICHMOND 54 32

SOMA 65 86

SOUTH BAYSHORE 8 6

SUNSET 19 15

UNION SQ./DOWNTOWN RETAIL 115 123

VAN NESS/WESTERN ADDITION 44 29

WEST PORTALn"WIN PEAKS 8 13

TOTAL 733 758

RETAIL

Comparison Retail

Establishments

1983

1994
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SAN FRANCISCO'S NEIGHRQRHOODS:

EVOLVING ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES

4. Van Ness/ 3. North Beach/

1995

(Thousands
NEIGHBORHOOD of Dollars)

CMC CENTER "
-

57576
EXCELSIOR 2223
FINANCIAL DISTRICT 164861

MARINA/FILLMORE 35211

MISSION 17833
NOE VALLEY/UPPER MARKET 21749
NORTH BEACH/CHINATOWN 33927
PARKSIDE/LAKESHORE 74106
POTRERO 17001

RICHMOND 49718
SOMA 229354
SOUTH BAYSHORE 14507
SUNSET 4811

UNION SQ./DOWNTOWN RETAIL 501138
VAN NESS/WESTERN ADDITION 16758
WEST PORTALa"WIN PEAKS 1999

TOTAL 1223172

RETAIL

Comparison Retail

Gross Receipts

1 995 GROSS RECEIPTS

(Thousands of Dollars)

230,000 to 501,200 (I)

74,500 to 230,000 (2)

1 ,000 to 74,500 ( I 3)
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SAN FRANCISCO'S NEIGHBORHOODS:

EVOLVING ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES

Convenience Retail

In 1994, convenience retail was the most broadly dispersed of the Retail subgroups, as would be

expected. No neighborhood had more than 1 2% of convenience retail jobs or establishments. Three neigh-

borhoods had between 9% and I 2% of both employment and establishments: SOMA, Manna/Fillmore, and

Financial District. The three outlying neighborhoods of Richmond, Mission, and Parkside/Lakeshore had mod-

erate shares of convenience retail activity, but Parkside/Lakeshore had a larger size of establishment than the

other two ( I 0 employees per establishment compared to 6 employees in Richmond or Mission).

Between 1983 and 1994, the majority of neighborhoods gained convenience retail establishments;

however, jobs were lost in nine neighborhoods. Job loss was particularly pronounced in the two downtown

neighborhoods (a decrease of 21%), although establishments increased in the Financial District by 8%.

SOMA and Marina/Fillmore posted both employment and establishments gains, thus shifting the preeminent

locations for convenience retail from the downtown neighborhoods to these two ring neighborhoods.

Convenience retail generated $5,379 billion in I 995 gross receipts ( 1 9% of the citywide total). Rev-

enue generation was more widely distributed than it was for the other two subgroups. The largest genera-

tors ofthe convenience retail total were Financial District and SOMA, with 1 1% and I 5% respectively. Most

neighborhoods generated between 5%. and 8% of citywide total revenues. The southwestern portion of the

City generated the least revenues.
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SAN FRANCISCO'S NEIGHBORHOOnS;

EVOLVING ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES

5. Marina/

Fillmore

4. Van Ness/

Western

Addition

3. North Beach/

Chinatown

. Financial District

2. Union Square/

-Downtown Retail

1 0. South Bayshore

NEIGHBORHOOD 1983 1994
CIVIC CbNIhHi 2245
EXCELSIOR 1127 1016

FINANCIAL DISTRICT 3703 3455
MARINA/FILLMORE 3038 3559
MISSION 2025 1935
NORTH BEACH/CHINATOWN 2096 2270
NOE VALLEY/UPPER MARKET 1137 1339
PARKSIDE/LAKESHORE 2018 1848
POTRERO 1048 1571

RICHMOND 2815 2183
SOUTH BAYSHORE 1429 1617
SOMA 3134 3951

SUNSET 1192 1002
UNION SO./DOWNTOWN RETAIL 3662 2398
VAN NESSAA/ESTERN ADDITION 3320 2400
WEST PORTAL/TWIN PEAKS 771 828

TOTAL 34760 33524

RETAIL

Convenience Retail

Employment

983

994
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SAN FRANCISCO'S NEIGHBORHOODS:

EVOLVING ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES

4. Van Ness/ 3. North Beach/

Western Chinatown

NEIGHBORHOOD 1983 1994

CIVIC CENTER 337 2S6

EXCELSIOR 209 199

FINANCIAL DISTRICT 387 416

MARINA/FILLMORE 519 574

MISSION 298 314

NOE VALLEY/UPPER MARKET 169 205
NORTH BEACH/CHINATOWN 320 342

PARKSIDE/LAKESHORE 203 189

POTRERO 115 224

RICHMOND 361 390
SOMA 372 472

SOUTH BAYSHORE 119 158

SUNSET 215 187

UNION SQ./DOWNTOWN RETAIL 408 396

VAN NESS/WESTERN ADDITION 388 339

WEST PORTAL/TWIN PEAKS 113 126

TOTAL 4533 4817

RETAIL

Convenience Retail

Establishments

1983

1994
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SAN FRANCISCO'S NEIGHBORHOODS:

EVOLVING ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES

5. Marina/

Fillmore

4. Van Ness/

Western

Addition

3. North Beach/

Chinatown

Financial District

2. Union Square/

Downtown Retail

6. Civic Center

1 0. South Bayshore

1995

(Thousands
NEIGHBORHOOD of Dollars)

CIVIC CENTER mm
EXCELSIOR 138054
DOWNTOWN 924069
MARINA/FILLMORE 375475
MISSION 270250
NOE VALLEY/UPPER MARKET 147221

NORTH BEACH/CHINATOWN 294349
PARKSIDE/LAKESHORE 197327
POTRERO 418753
RICHMOND 317510
SOMA 799974
SOUTH BAYSHORE 289958
SUNSET 147719
UNION SQ./DOWNTOWN RETAIL 359310
VAN NESS/WESTERN ADDITION 405753
WEST PORTALTTWIN PEAKS 54602

TOTAL 5379100

RETAIL

Convenience Retail

Gross Receipts

1995 GROSS RECEIPTS

(Thousands of Dollars)

420.000 to 925,000 (2)

240. 1 00 to 420,000 (8)

54,000 to 240, 1 00 (6)
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SAN FRANCISCO'S NEIGHBORHOODS:

EVOLVING ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES

The Worl<force

Workers in this sector include salesclerks, waiters, and repairers. The I 995 average wage per em-

ployee for Retail is at the lowest end of San Francisco's wage scale; $ 1 9,883 which is 49% below the average

wage for all sectors ($38,983). Some jobs in this sector require less-skilled workers than other sectors. In San

Francisco, 36% of all Retail jobs are low-skilled (high school education or less). Retail provides 34% of the

City's total low-skill jobs. This level of low-skill jobs makes the Retail sector comparatively attractive to

welfare recipients trying to move from welfare to work in accordance with the welfare reform law; however,

the low wages may make it difficult to meet such costs as child care and rent in San Francisco.

Almost 59% of all workers in San Francisco are also San Francisco residents. A higher percentage,

almost 67%, of Retail sector workers both live and work in the City. Across all sectors. Retail provides 33%

ofjobs held by San Francisco residents who also work in the City. Four neighborhoods house almost half of

these workers; Excelsior ( I 1 ,700), Richmond ( 1 0,800), Mission ( 1 0, 1 00) and Manna/Fillmore (9740).
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SAN FRANCISCO'S NEIGHBORHOODS:

EVOLVING ECONOMIC ACTiVITiES

VISITOR ACTIVITIES

Introduction

San Francisco's physical beauty and many cultural assets annually attract millions of visitors; the City is

repeatedly voted as one of the top visitor destinations in the world. In 1995 an estimated 16.3 million

people visited, spending about 48 million visitor days, the equivalent of an average daily visitor population of

I 3 1
,000. With an estimated total annual spending by visitors of $5. 1 billion in I 995, the visitor "industry" is

a vital part of San Francisco's economy. Several sectors contribute to this industry: FHotel, Retail, and

Cultural.

The number of visitors to San Francisco is growing: 1 1 % more people visited San Francisco in 1 995

than 1 992. These visitors can be divided into two mam categories. The first group includes visitors staying in

the City at least overnight and often longer; these visitors can be conventioneers, those staying in hotels

(these two groups account for 20% of the visitor population), or those staying with friends or relatives (7%).

Day or evening visitors form the second visitor group; this group can be either visitors staying overnight

outside of the City (4 1 96) or Bay Area residents (3 1 96). Each of these visitor types has a different spending

profile and thus different economic impacts.

Ofthe three economic sectors strongly linked to Visitor Activities (F^otel, Retail, and Cultural), Hotel is

the only one which exclusively serves visitors. The other two serA/e both visitors and residents; Retail is

covered in a previous section. This section provides a description of the FHotel sector which includes hotels,

motels, and bed and breakfasts as an indicator of Visitor Activities in San Francisco's neighborhoods.

As more people visit San Francisco, FHotel employment has grown. Between 1983 and 1994, jobs

increased 3496 to 17,600 (3% of citywide total employment). FHowever, the number of establishments

decreased slightly by 196 to 290 hotels. This is explained by larger hotels replacing some smaller ones.

Between 1983 and 1994, the percentage of establishments that had less than 20 employees decreased

from 7496 to 6596 while the percentage of establishments with between 20 and 99 employees rose to 2396

from I 6%. In addition, during this period seven establishments were added that employed between I 00 and

500 workers, an increase to 996 ofthe total from 796. Gross receipts for hotels in 1 995 were $ 1 .0 billion, or

496 of the citywide total. Payroll for hotel employees rose I 296 between I 988 and I 996, from $387 million

to $434 million (in I 996 dollars) or 296 of the citywide total I 996 payroll.

Civic Center, Financial District, Union Square/Downtown Retail, and SOMA form the core ofthe FHotel

industry, while the outlying neighborhoods play a very minimal role in this sector.
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SAN FRANCISCO'S NEIGHBORHOODS:

EVOLVING ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES

Employment, Establishment, and Revenue

Generation Patterns in the Neighborhoods

Hotels

In I 994, Civic Center (which includes much ofthe area north of Market Street and surrounding Union

Square) had the nnost Hotel jobs (34% or 5950 workers) and establishnnents (20% or 57 hotels). Three

other neighborhoods together with Civic Center accounted for 81% of all employment: Union Square/

Downtown Retail ( I 9% or 3270), Financial District ( I 6% or 2760), and SOMA ( I 3% or 2270). Establish-

ments were more broadly dispersed throughout the City, reflecting the widely varying sizes of "hotels," from

Marriotts to small Victorian bed and breakfasts. Seven neighborhoods had 86% of establishments; the

leaders after Civic Center were Marina/Fillmore ( I 9% or 55) and Van Ness/Western Addition ( 1 7% or 49).

The remaining four neighborhoods were downtown or ring neighborhoods. The outlying neighborhoods had

very small numbers of jobs and establishments.

Between 1983 and 1994 as noted above. Hotel employment increased while number of establish-

ments declined slightly as larger hotels with more workers began operating. SOMA exemplifies this trend;

employment increased by 334% to 2270 while the number of establishments declined by I 2% to 22. Civic

Center also followed this pattern of increased employment with fewer establishments. The four neighbor-

hoods With a substantial number of workers that also had significant percentage increases in jobs are tightly

clustered around Market Street; SOMA (334% or 2270), Union Square/Downtown Retail (75% or 3270),

Financial District (30% or 2760), and Civic Center ( I 2% or 5950). Financial District also almost doubled the

number of its hotels to 2 1 in 1 994. Van Ness/Western Addition was the one neighborhood with substantial

employment that lost jobs with a decline of 24% to I 070 employees.

The largest revenue generators are clustered in the northeast corner of San Francisco. Four neighbor-

hoods accounted in I 995 for 79% of the total gross receipts of $ 1 .0 billion. Civic Center was the leader

(34%), followed by Union Square/Downtown Retail (22%), Financial District ( 1 2%), and North Beach/Chinatown.

The outlying neighborhoods together generated only I % ofthe citywide total.
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5. Marina/

Fillmore

4. Van Ness/

Western

Addition

3. North Beach/

Chinatown

I . Financial District

2. Union Square/

^Downtown Retail

6. Parkside/

Lakeshore
I I . Excelsior

6. Civic Center

7. SOMA

9. Potrero

8. Mission

1 0. South Bayshore

NEIGHBORHOOD 1983 1994
CIVIC CENTER 5318 5545
EXCELSIOR 51 16
FINANCIAL DISTRICT 2122 2763
MARINA/FILLMORE 744 849
MISSION 45 19

NORTH BEACH/CHINATOWN 842 1152
NOE VALLEY/UPPER MARKET 17 66
PARKSIDE/LAKESHORE 83 40
POTRERO 23 33
RICHMOND 37 41

SOUTH BAYSHORE 2 9

SOMA 524 2273
SUNSET 26 53
UNION SQ./DOWNTOWN RETAIL 1867 3274
VAN NESS/WESTERN ADDITION 1408 1065
WEST PORTAUTWIN PEAKS 0 2

TOTAL 13109 17601

VISITOR

Hotels

Employment

983

994
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5. Marina/

Fillmore

4. Van Ness/

Western

Addition

3. North Beach/

Chinatown

I . Financial District

2. Union Square/

-Downtown Retail

-6. Civic Center

7. SOMA

9. Potrero

8. Mission

0. South Bayshore

NEIGHBORHOOD 1983 1994

CIVIC CENTER 68 57

EXCELSIOR 7 2

FINANCIAL DISTRICT 11 21

MARINA/FILLMORE 53 55

MISSION 6 6

NOE VALLEY/UPPER MARKET 6 6

NORTH BEACH/CHINATOWN 20 20

PARKSIDE/LAKESHORE 5 5

POTRERO 4 4

RICHMOND 10 7

SOMA 25 22

SOUTH BAYSHORE 1 2

SUNSET 5 7

UNION SQ./DOWNTOWN RETAIL 25 27

VAN NESS/WESTERN ADDITION 49 49

WEST PORTAL/TWIN PEAKS 0 1

TOTAL 295 291

VISITOR

FHotels

Establishments

1983

1994
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5. Marina/

Fillmore

4. Van Ness/

Western

Addition

3. North Beach/

Chinatown

Financial District

2. Union Square/

Downtown Retail

6. Civic Center

7, SOMA

9. Potrero

8. Mission

1 0. South Bayshore

1995

(Thousands
NEIGHBORHOOD of Dollars)

CIVIC CENTEH 344260
EXCELSIOR 1175
FINANCIAL DISTRICT 123860
MARINA/FILLMORE 43376
MISSION 4980
NOE VALLEY/UPPER MARKET 2329
NORTH BEACH/CHINATOWN 107206
PARKSIDE/LAKESHORE 1109
POTRERO 1992
RICHMOND 1854
SOMA 74482
SOUTH BAYSHORE 61

SUNSET 1367
UNION SQ./DOWNTOWN RETAIL 227659
VAN NESS/WESTERN ADDITION 79784
WEST PORTAL/TWIN PEAKS 0

TOTAL 1015494

VISITOR

Hotels

Gross Receipts

1995 GROSS RECEIPTS

(Thousands of Dollars)

123,900 to 344,300 (3)

79,800 to 123,900 (2)

60 to 79,800 (10)

all others (
I

)
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The Worl<force

Occupations range from hotel manager to desk clerk, but 44% of all hotel jobs are low-skill (high

school or less), the highest percentage of low-skill jobs of the five economic sectors, Hotel jobs provide 9%

of total citywide low-skill jobs. Wages are also comparatively low. In 1995, the average wage for Hotel

employees was $22,858, or 4 I % less than the average wage earned across all sectors; only Retail workers

had lower average wages, whereas Industrial workers (another sector with a substantial percentage of low-

skill jobs) earned almost 1 0% more than the citywide average wage. The Hotel sector with its low-skill jobs

that require relatively little training is a favorable sector for welfare recipients seeking work.

Seventy percent of San Francisco's Hotel workers are City residents, while 59% of all San Francisco

workers also live in the City.
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HEALTH CARE SECTOR

Introduction

San Francisco is the Bay Area's leading provider of health care with the most health care establish-

ments and jobs in the region, San Francisco is also the regional center for specialized medical care, including

AIDS and cancer. In addition, researchers at UCSF helped launch the Bay Area as a center of biotechnology.

As a result of these substantial resources and contributions, San Francisco has an important role in health

care that can significantly benefit the City's economy.

The Health Care sector has been divided into two subgroups: (
I

) offices and facilities (offices of health

care providers— doctors, dentists, and others including chiropractors— and other facilities such as nursing

facilities, laboratories, and home health care) and (2) hospitals. Hospitals account for less than \% of all

Health Care establishments citywide. Offices and facilities account for more than 99% of establishments with

offices by far the largest group with 90/6. However, in terms of jobs, hospitals provide 56/6 of Health Care

sector total employment.

Between 1 983 and 1 994, Health Care sector jobs increased by I 1 96 to 36, 1 00 or 796 of total citywide

employment. Health Care establishments increased by 296 to 2140. This increase in establishments may

seem low when compared to an increase in San Francisco's population during this time period of over I 096

or about 70,000 people; however, the advent of HMOs with the accompanying grouping of more doctors

and staff per office may be a partial explanation. This is shown by a substantial increase in offices and facilities

jobs (a 2896 increase to I 5,750 workers) while relatively few new offices and facilities establishments were

added (a 3% increase to 2 I 20). The Health Care sector is also restructuring through mergers and affiliations.

An important example of this for San Francisco is UCSF's and Stanford's agreement to create a new

nonprofit health care corporation (UCSF Stanford Health Care) to combine the patient care services of both

hospitals. Some hospitals, however, have not survived the market competition and have merged or closed

down. This shift is shown by a citywide 35% decrease to I 9 hospitals. Employment, however, has increased

slightly ( I %) to 20,300 workers, or 4% of the citywide job total.

Gross receipts in I 995 for offices and facilities totaled $1.1 14 billion, or 4% of citywide total gross

receipts. Hospitals are not included in the Office of the Tax Collector's data from which gross receipts are

obtained because they are mainly government-owned or tax exempt. Payroll for Health Care sector employ-

ees rose 3% between I 988 and I 996, from $ 1 .293 billion to $ 1 .332 billion or 6% of the citywide I 996 total

payroll ( 1 996 dollars).

The two Health Care subgroups vary greatly in establishment size. Eighty-eight percent of offices and

facilities employ less than 1 0 people and 95% employ less than 20 people. Hospitals as would be expected

have far more employees, 1 00 or more per institution; the large hospitals have over 3000 employees: SFGH

(3700), Medical Center at UCSF (3440), California Pacific Medical Center (3400), and Kaiser Permanente

(3340). Between 1 983 and I 994, the percentage of offices and facilities with more employees increased (in

I 983, 23% of establishments employed between 5 and 49 workers, whereas in I 994, that percentage rose

to 3 I % with an accompanying decrease in establishments with less than 5 workers). This reflects a trend in

which offices and facilities are joining together in response to the HMO environment. Between 1 983 and

1994, hospitals with less than 100 employees almost disappeared whereas the percentage of establish-

ments with more than 1 00 employees increased from 8 I % to 89%.

At the neighborhood level, Marina/Fillmore has the most Health Care jobs and establishments because

Kaiser Permanente, UCSF, UCSF/Mt. Zion, St. Mary's Medical Center, and part of California Pacific Medical
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Center are found there. These institutions fall into one of the three zip codes that define the boundaries of

the Marina/Fillmore neighborhood, except UCSF which has its own zip code. The Richmond neighborhood

has the next nnost activity; however, Marina/Fillmore has grown between 1983 and 1994, whereas Rich-

mond has experienced minimal grov\^h. The Mission remains as the third largest health care employment

center but has also lost offices and hospitals, although SFGFH remains as its health care economic engine.

Employment, Establishment, and Revenue

Generation Pattems in the Neighborhoods

Offices and Facilities

In I 994, three neighborhoods had the most offices and facilities activity: Marina/Fillmore, Richmond,

and Civic Center. Marina/Fillmore had the most jobs and establishments, 4580 workers (29% of the total)

and 465 establishments (22% ofthe total). Civic Center had the second highest employment (2 1 40 or 1 4%)

but only the fifth highest number of establishments ( 1 55), indicating that this neighborhood has larger-sized

establishments. Richmond was the third neighborhood with substantial employment and establishments,

I 850 workers or I 2% and 330 establishments or I 6%.

Between 1983 and 1994, most neighborhoods gained offices and facilities jobs but lost establish-

ments. Of the top three neighborhoods, only Marina/Fillmore gained establishments. However, Civic Center

had the greatest percentage increase in employment, gaining I 59% to have the second most offices and

facilities employment.

Two neighborhoods accounted for 42% of I 995 gross receipts, Marina/Fillmore (25%) and Financial

District (17%). Five neighborhoods, three of them outlying, had between 5% and 10% of the total and

together accounted for the next 36%: Richmond, Union Square/Downtown Retail, Excelsior, Van Ness/

Western Addition, and Mission.
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5. Marina/

Fillmore

4. Van Ness/

Western

Addition

3. North Beach/

Chinatown

I . Financial District

2. Union Square/

Downtown Retail

—6. Civic Center

—7. SOMA

—9. Potrero

8. Mission

1 0. South Bayshore

NEIGHBORHOOD 1983 1994
CIVIC CENTER 824
EXCELSIOR 583 512
FINANCIAL DISTRICT 844 965

MARINA/FILLMORE 3414 4582
MISSION 884 819

NORTH BEACH/CHINATOWN 405 514

NOE VALLEY/UPPER MARKET 268 374
PARKSIDE/LAKESHORE 805 619

POTRERO 152 204

RICHMOND 1526 1843

SOUTH BAYSHORE 48 73

SOMA 270 232

SUNSET 222 296

UNION SQ./DOWNTOWN RETAIL 941 1037

VAN NESS/WESTERN ADDITION 864 1208

WEST PORTALATWIN PEAKS 299 330

TOTAL 12349 15743

HEALTH CARE
Offices and Facilities

Employment

1983

1994
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4. Van Ness/ 3. North Beach/

NEIGHBORHOOD 1983 1994
CIVIC CENTER 178

EXCELSIOR 66 57
FINANCIAL DISTRICT 74 129

MARINA/FILLMORE 394 464
MISSION 154 138

NOE VALLEY/UPPER MARKET 87 98

NORTH BEACH/CHINATOWN 46 67

PARKSIDE/LAKESHORE 120 118

POTRERO 7 18

RICHMOND 338 332
SOMA 22 20
SOUTH BAYSHORE 15 8

SUNSET 50 53

UNION SQ./DOWNTOWN RETAIL 264 216
VAN NESS/WESTERN ADDITION 159 163

WEST PORTAL/TWIN PEAKS 90 79

TOTAL 2064 2116

HEALTH CARE
Offices and Facilities

Establishments

983

994
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5. Marina/

Fillmore

4. Van Ness/

Western

Addition

3. North Beach/

Chinatown

I . Financial District

2. Union Square/

Downtown Retail

—6. Civic Center

7. SOMA

9. Potrero

8. Mission

1 0. South Bayshore

1995

(Thousands

NEIGHBORHOOD of Dollars)

CMC CENTER 39358
EXCELSIOR 76720
FINANCIAL DISTRICT 194199 1

MARINA/FILLMORE 280687
MISSION 59394
NOE VALLEY/UPPER MARKET 21469
NORTH BEACH/CHINATOWN 32306
PARKSIDE/LAKESHORE 35436
POTRERO 45471

RICHMOND 107020

SOMA 19636
SOUTH BAYSHORE 2981

SUNSET 20329
UNION SQ./DOWNTOWN RETAIL 87985
VAN NESSAWESTERN ADDITION 74748
WEST PORTAL/TWIN PEAKS 16034

TOTAL 1113773

HEALTH CARE
Offices and Facilities

Gross Receipts

1995 GROSS RECEIPTS

(Thousands of Dollars)

107,100 to 281,300 (2)

45,500 to 107,100 (5)

2,000 to 45,500 (9)
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Hospitals

In 1 994, three neighborhoods had the most hospital jobs and establishments: Marina/Fillmore, Rich-

mond, and Mission. Together, they accounted for 84% of employment with Manna/Fillmore alone having

8800 workers or 43% of the total. These three neighborhoods accounted for 58% of hospitals, with Rich-

mond having the most, five.

Between 1983 and 1994, most neighborhoods lost hospital jobs and establishments. In terms of

employment, only one neighborhood out of nine with hospitals showed substantial job gain, Marina/Fillmore

with an increase of 29%. Richmond posted a very modest gain of 2%; all other neighborhoods lost jobs. For

establishments, the neighborhoods either held steady or lost establishments; there were no gains recorded.

Gross receipts cannot be reported for this subgroup. The Office of Tax Collector's data from which

gross receipts are obtained does not include hospitals because they are usually government-owned or tax

exempt.
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5. Marina/

Fillmore

4. Van Ness/

Western

Addition

3. North Beach/

Chinatown

I . Financial District

2. Union Square/

Downtown Retail

6. Parkside/

Lakeshore

-6. Civic Center

-7. SOMA

-9. Potrero

-8. Mission

0. South Bayshore

I I . Excelsior

NEIGHBORHOOD 1983 1994
FINANCIAL DISTRICT 1260 iSS

MARINA/FILLMORE 6845 8795
MISSION 4026 3871

NORTH BEACH/CHINATOWN 162 152

NOE VALLEY/UPPER MARKET 1118 652
PARKSIDE/LAKESHORE 1461 1418

RICHMOND 4404 4478
SUNSET 156 152

VAN NESS/WESTERN ADDITION 671 652
TOTAL 20103 20328

HEALTH CARE
Hospitals

Employment

983

994
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5. Marina/

Fillmore

4. Van Ness/

Western

Addition

3. North Beach/

Chinatown

Financial District

2. Union Square/

Downtown Retail

6. Civic Center

7. SOMA

9. Potrero

8. Mission

1 0. South Bayshore

NEIGHBORHOOD 1983 1994

FINANCIAL DISTRICT 6

MARINA/FILLMORE 7 4

MISSION 6 2

NOE VALLEY/UPPER MARKET 1 1

NORTH BEACH/CHINATOWN 2 1

PARKSIDE/LAKESHORE 1 1

RICHMOND 5 5

SUNSET 1 1

VAN NESS/WESTERN ADDITION 0 1

WEST PORTAL/TWIN PEAKS 0 1

TOTAL 29 19

HEALTH CARE
Hospitals

Establishments

1983

1994
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The Workforce

People with a variety of skill levels are employed in this sector, ranging from highly skilled physicians,

technicians, and scientific research professionals to technical assistants and administrative personnel. Current

trends indicate growth in home patient care requiring specially skilled nurses and service workers. Jobs in this

sector often have higher wage levels because of the necessary technical expertise. Even the less skilled jobs

in the Health Care sector, such as medical records technician, paid in I 996 on average $ I 0.50/hour, more

than double minimum wage ($5. 1 5). This sector is not likely to be a source of jobs for welfare-to-work job

seekers because 95% of jobs require a high-skill level (some college to advanced degrees).

Sixty-three percent of Health Care employees in San Erancisco are also San Francisco residents, a

higher percentage than the 59% of all workers in the City who are also San Francisco residents. Four

neighborhoods house about half (52%) ofthese residents and are located near the Health Care employment

centers described above: Richmond ( I 5% or 5050), Marina/Eillmore ( I 3% or 4330), and Sunset (I I % or

3460). An exception is the Excelsior neighborhood, also home to a large number of employees ( I 3% or

4290). Of the total citywide population of residents who also work in San Erancisco, these four neighbor-

hoods house 45%.
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3. THE NEIGHBORHOODS
DEMOGRAPHIC AND ECONOMIC INDICATORS

DOWNTOWN NEIGHBORHOODS

I . Financial District

Although the Financial District is physically one of San Francisco's smallest neighborhoods, it hosts a

substantial portion of the City's econonnic activities. (This district, as defined by zip codes, includes parts of

Chinatown and South of Market as well as the north waterfront.) Office building uses predominate, with

80% of total building area used for that purpose; citywide, I 6% of building area is devoted to office use.

Residential and mixed residential (896) and retail (4%) are the next most common building uses.

In 1 990, less than 1% of San Franciscans

(or 5800 people) lived in the Financial Dis-

trict, a decrease of4% from 1 980. There were

about 3 I 60 households, an increase of nearly

14% since 1980. These residents were pri-

marily white (54% compared to 58% in 1 980)

or Asian/Pacific Islander (36% compared to

28% in 1980). In terms of education, this

neighborhood had a higher percentage than

citywide at the two ends of the spectrum:

44% compared to 40% citywide earned a

high school degree or less and I 6% com-

pared to I 3% citywide had an advanced

degree. Income was beneath the citywide median because, although whites' income was 5% above median

for that group, income for Asian/Pacific Islanders was 58% lower than the group's citywide median. The most

common occupations for residents were executive, administrative, and managerial (25% compared to I 6%

citywide) and professional specialty ( I 5% of residents compared to I 9% citywide). A very high percentage

(87%) of residents rented their homes (compared to 65% citywide). The median sales price in the summer

of 1 997 for condominiums was $ I 86,000, 3 I % beneath the citywide median; there were no sales of single-

or multi-family homes.

The Financial District plays a key role in San Francisco's economy. In I 995, this neighborhood gener-

ated the highest gross receipts (4 I % of citywide gross receipts) and had the highest concentrations of jobs

and establishments. Three economic sectors contributed greatly to this vitality: Information-based, Industrial,

and Retail. San Francisco's Information-based sector is centered in the Financial District. This neighborhood

had 67% of the City's F.I.R.E./Corp employment and 47% of these establishments in 1 994, generating 78%

of citywide gross receipts for this subgroup. It had 6 I % of San Francisco's Professional and Business Services

jobs and 46% of such establishments, generating 72% of citywide Professional and Business gross receipts.

The Financial District also contributes substantially to the City's Industrial sector in both employment and

establishments. Within this sector, it had the most wholesale jobs in the City (although generating only the

San Francisco Planning Department
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third highest citywide gross receipts for wholesale), and the second most jobs in construction, manufacturing,

and TCPU (generating a very substantial 56% of citywide TCPU gross receipts). The Financial District is a

leader as well in the Retail subgroup eating and drinking places. It had the most such jobs and the second

highest number of establishments in San Francisco, generating 17% of citywide eating and drinking gross

receipts, more than any other neighborhood.

The Hotel industry is another important economic component in the Financial District; in I 994, this

neighborhood had I 6% of h^otel jobs (third highest in the City), generating I 2% of citywide gross receipts. It

is also interesting to note that the offices and facilities subgroup of the Health Care sector generated 1 7% of

this subgroup's citywide gross receipts (second highest in the City), although the Financial District did not

rank among the top neighborhoods in terms of employment or establishments.

In I 994, workers in the Financial District numbered 1 55,300 or 30% of the total citywide workforce.

They were mainly employed by the Information-based sector, which accounted for 68% ofthe neighborhood's

jobs (F.I.R.E./Corp had 31% and Professional & Business Ser^/ices accounted for 37% of Financial District

jobs). The Industrial sector provided the next most jobs, accounting for I 5% of this neighborhood's employ-

ment (manufacturing, TCPU, and wholesale each had about 5%). Cultural/Institutional and Retail were at the

next level, providing about 8% and 6% respectively of employment. In I 990, I I % of all jobs in the Financial

District were low-skill, compared to I 8% of jobs citywide. Of these low-skill jobs, the majority were in the

Information-based sector and manufacturing subgroup which respectively provided 33% and 29% of low-skill

Financial Distrctjobs.

2. Union Square/Downtown Retail

Union Square/Downtown Retail is the smallest of the sixteen neighborhoods, yet for its size it has

substantial economic activity and includes part of Chinatown and Nob Hill. This neighborhood has a dynamic

mixture of land uses as measured by total building area: office (30%), residential (24%), hotel (21%), and

retail (20%). Such a wide range of land uses is unlike San Francisco as a whole, where 63% is residential and

I 6% office.

In 1990, about 2% of San

Franciscans or 17,000 people lived in

the Union Square/Downtown Retail

neighborhood, a 4% increase since

1 980. There were about 8800 house-

holds, a I 3% increase over 1 980. Most

of these residents were Asian/Pacific

Islander (63%) or white (32%), a dis-

tribution similar to that in 1980. A

higher percentage than citywide of resi-

dents received a high school degree

or less (55% compared to 40%) and a

lower percentage had a bachelor's or

advanced degree (26% compared to

35%). Income was 34% beneath the
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citywide median because the income for Asian/Pacific Islanders (the largest group) was 57% lower and for

whites 1 1% lower than the citywide medians for these respective groups. The most common occupations for

residents were in the service industry (

1

1% compared to I 3% citywide) and administrative support ( I 6%

compared to I 8% citywide). A very high percentage (87%) of residents rented their homes (compared to

65% citywide). The median sales prices in the summer of I 997 were, for multi-family homes, $507,500 (24%

above the citywide median) and for condominiums, $2 1 0,000 (22% beneath the citywide median).

In 1995, Union Square/Downtown Retail was tied for third among San Francisco's highest gross

receipt generators with 8% ofthe citywide total. Comparison retail is very successful in this neighborhood. It

had the highest gross receipts generation (4 1 % of this subgroup's total), most establishments ( I 6%) and

second highest employment ( 1 7%). The Hotel sector is also prominent. Union Square/Downtown Retail had

the second most Hotel jobs, establishments, and gross receipts in San Francisco. At the citywide level, the

Information-based sector had a smaller role, with about 4% of the citywide total for employment found in

Union Square/Downtown Retail.

In I 994, about 23, 1 00 people (or 4% of the citywide total workforce) worked in the Union Square/

Downtown Retail neighborhood. They were mostly employed in the Information-based sector and Retail

sector; each accounted for 28% of jobs. For Information-based, employment in F.I.R.E./Corp and Professional

and Business Services was evenly divided, providing about 1 4% each of all Union Square/Downtown Retail

jobs. In Retail, both comparison and convenience retail provided about 10% of neighborhood jobs, while

eating and drinking places accounted for nearly 8%. Hotel, Industrial, and Cultural/Institutional each ac-

counted for between I 3% and 1 4% of this neighborhood's total jobs. In I 990, 20% of all Union Square/

Downtown Retail jobs were low skill, compared to I 8% of jobs citywide. Of these jobs, most were in Retail

and Hotel, which provided 37% and 3 I % of Union Square/Downtown Retail low-skill jobs, respectively.

RING NEIGHBORHOODS

3. North Beach/Chinatown
North Beach/Chinatown is both a resi-

dential and commercial neighborhoqd and

also includes Russian Hill and Telegraph Hill.

Land use as measured by total building area

in North Beach/Chinatown is predominantly

residential and residential/retail (62% com-

pared to 66% citywide) and hotel ( I 3%

compared to 5% citywide).

In 1 990, almost 4% of San Franciscans

or about 27,000 people lived in North

Beach/Chinatown, a figure almost identical

to 1 980. There were about I 1 ,900 house-

holds, a 2% decrease from 1 980. These resi-

dents were mostly Asian/Pacific Islander (58%) or white (37%), the same distribution as in 1980. The

percentage of residents with a high school degree or less (50%) was higher than the citywide figure (40%)

while the number of residents with a bachelor's or advanced degree (32%) was slightly lower than that for

the City (35%). Income for all ethnic groups except Asian/Pacific Islander (who earned 36% below median
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for that group) was above the citywide median, with whites earning 17% above the median for whites

citywide. The most common occupations of residents were professional specialty ( I 8%, almost identical to

the citywide percentage), service (

1

1% compared to I 3% citywide) and executive, administrative, and mana-

gerial ( 1 596 compared to I 6% citywide). A high percentage (8 I %) of residents rented their homes (com-

pared to 65% citywide). The median sales price in summer of 1997 for multifamily homes was $457,000

(12% above the citywide median) and, for condominiums, $347,500 (29% above the citywide median).

During this time, three single-family home sales were recorded with a median sales price of $835,000, or

I 88% above the citywide median.

In I 995, North Beach/Chinatown was tied for fifth among San Francisco's highest gross receipt gen-

erators with 4% of the citywide total. The Retail subgroup eating and drinking places was very well repre-

sented in this neighborhood with the second highest gross receipts for this subgroup ( I 6% ofthe citywide

total) and I 3% of jobs (third highest). The Hotel sector also did well in this neighborhood. Although it had

less than half the Hotel jobs the Financial District had, North Beach/Chinatown generated almost as high a

percentage of the citywide total for Hotel gross receipts ( I I %).

In I 994, workers in the North Beach/Chinatown neighborhood, numbering about 1 9,000 or close to

4% of the citywide total workforce, were most often employed in Retail. This sector provided 37% of the

neighborhood's total jobs (2 1 % worked in eating and drinking places and I 2% in convenience retail). The

other two sectors with substantial percentages of jobs In North Beach/Chinatown were Information-based

(23%) and Industrial (20%). The Hotel sector employed 6% of this neighborhood's workers. In 1 990, 25% of

North Beach/Chinatown jobs were low-skill; citywide, I 8% of jobs were low-skill. Retail provided 60% of

these neighborhood low-skill jobs; citywide. Retail provided 34% of all low-skill jobs.

Van Ness/Western Addition is primarily a residential neighborhood with a mixture of other uses.

Residential is the most common land use with 77% of total building area devoted to that use, a higher

percentage than citywide (63%). The next most common uses are hotel (8% compared to 5% citywide) and

retail (7%, slightly higher than the citywide 6%).

In 1990, about 5% of San Francisco's population (or 37,700 people) lived in Van Ness/Western

Addition, an increase of 8% since I 980. There were about 2
1

, 1 00 households, a I % decrease from I 980.

These residents were mostly white

4. Van Ness/Western Addition

The educational achievements of resi

(59%) or Asian/Pacific Islander (33%);

in 1980, the residents were 66%

white and 27% Asian/Pacific Islander.

dents were the reverse ofthe citywide

figures: the percentage of residents

with a high school degree or less was

35% (compared to 40% citywide)

while 40% had a bachelor's or ad-

vanced degree (compared to 35%

citywide). Median income, however,

was I 8% lower than it was citywide

for all ethnic groups, with whites eam-
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ing 1 4% less and Asian/Pacific Islanders 32% less. The most common occupations were executive, adminis-

trative, and managerial (20% compared to 1 6% citywide), professional specialty ( 1 9%, identical to the cityv\/ide

figure), and administrative support (17% compared to 18% citywide). A very high percentage (87%) of

residents rented their homes (compared to 65% citywide). The median sales price in summer of I 997 for

single-family homes was $805,000 ( 1 78% above the citywide median), for two- to three-family homes it was

$653,000 (60% above the citywide median) and, for condominiums, $275,500 (2% above the citywide

median).

In I 995, Van Ness/Western Addition generated almost 4% of San Francisco's total gross receipts, a

figure nearly identical to Civic Center's. However, Van Ness/Western Addition did not place in the top four

for jobs or establishments in any of the five sectors, indicating that no one sector predominated. This

neighborhood includes as well the Polk Street Neighborhood Commercial District, an active pedestrian-

oriented area. Polk Street's dense mixed-use character consists of buildings with ground-floor commercial

uses, including neighborhood-serving retail as well as apparel and specialty stores, often with residential

above. Van Ness/Western Addition also contributes to the San Francisco economy by providing workers

places to live. These workers in turn add to the economy's health by their labor and the goods and services

they purchase in the City. In 1990, this neighborhood was home to 22,600 or 6% of San Franciscans who

worked.

In I 994, the almost I 6,000 workers (3% of the citywide total workforce) in Van Ness/Western

Addition were predominantly employed by the Retail sector (30%); convenience retail accounted for I 5%

and eating and drinking places for I 3%. Twenty-five percent of this neighborhood's employees worked in the

Information-based sector, I 8% in Cultural/Institutional, and I 2% in FHealth Care. In 1 990, 23% of Van Ness/

Western Addition jobs were low-skill; citywide, I 8% of jobs were low-skill. Retail provided 54% of these

neighborhood low-skill jobs; citywide. Retail provided 34% of all low-skill jobs.

5. Marina/Fillmore
Marina/Fillmore is the second largest ofthe

ring neighborhoods and plays a prominent role

in San Francisco's Health Care and Retail sectors.

It stretches from the Marina waterfront down to

the Upper Haight. In addition to being an active

economic center, Marina/Fillmore is home to many

San Franciscans; the most common land uses as

measured by total building area are residential

and residential/retail (89% compared to 66%

citywide).

In 1990, Marina/Fillmore had almost 12%

of San Francisco's population, or about 83,800 people, making it the City's third most populous neighbor-

hood. This figure is almost identical to that in I 980 as is the number of households, 44,700. Marina/Fillmore

also housed the most San Franciscans who also worked in the City (14% of that group). These residents

were mostly white (65%) with African-Americans the next largest group ( I 9%). The percentage of African-

Americans dropped from 26% since 1 980, while the percentage of whites rose from 6 1 %. A higher percent-

age of residents had a bachelor's or advanced degree (49%) than citywide (35%) while a lower percentage

(26%) than citywide (40%) had a high-school-or-less level of education. Median income was higher than the
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citywide median by nearly 1% with whites earning I 5% above the nnedian for that group. The nnost common

occupations were professional specialty (24% compared to 19% citywide), executive, administrative, and

managerial (2 I % compared to I 6% citywide), and administrative support ( I 6% compared to I 8% citywide).

A higher percentage of residents rented their homes (79%) compared to citywide (65%). Median sales prices

in the summer of 1 997 were, for single-family homes, $647,500 ( 1 23% above the citywide median), for two-

or three-family homes, $528,000 (29% above the citywide median), and for condominiums, $323,000 (20%

above the citywide median).

In 1 995, Marina/Fillmore was tied for fifth among San Francisco's highest gross receipt generators with

4% of citywide gross receipts. This neighborhood led San Francisco's FHealth Care sector. For the offices and

facilities subgroup, it had the most jobs (29% of the subgroup total) and establishments (22%) and the

highest subgroup gross receipts (25%). Marina/Fillmore also had the most hospital jobs with a substantial

43% ofthe hospital total. This neighborhood also played a large role in San Francisco's Retail sector. It led in

eating and drinking places ( I 3% of the total) and had the second highest employment. Interestingly, gross

receipts for eating and drinking places were only the third highest, behind Financial District and North Beach/

Chinatown. A similar relationship existed for the convenience retail subgroup: Marina/Fillmore was first in

establishments, second in jobs, but fifth in gross receipts.

Marina/Fillmore also contributes to the San Francisco economy by providing places for workers to live.

These workers in turn add to the economy's health by their labor and the goods and serA/ices they purchase

in the City. In 1990, this neighborhood was home to the most San Franciscans who also worked, 52,300

people (14% of the total).

In I 994, workers in the Marina/Fillmore neighborhood numbered almost 42,000, or 8% ofthe citywide

workforce total. They were mostly employed by the FHealth Care sector which provided 32% of total

neighborhood jobs. Of the 32%, 21% were hospital workers and I 1% worked in offices and facilities.

Cultural/Institutional workers besides FHealth Care comprised a substantial 31% of the Marina/Fillmore

workforce. Retail workers made up 20% of this neighborhood's workforce, with eating and drinking places

jobs accounting for I 0% and convenience retail for 9% of the total. In 1 990, I 6% of Marina/Fillmore's jobs

were low-skill; citywide, I 8% of jobs were low-skill. Retail accounted for 53% and Cultural/Institutional 30%

of this neighborhood's low-skill jobs.

6. Civic Center
Civic Center is physically the smallest of

the ring neighborhoods as well as the host of

much commercial activity. The most common

land uses as measured by total building area

are hotel (a substantial 3 1% compared to 5%

citywide), residential (26% compared to 64%

citywide), and office (22% compared to I 6%

citywide).

In 1990, about 4% of San Francisco's total

population (or about 30,700 people) lived in

Civic Center, a 9% increase since 1 980. There

were about I 8,300 households, a 5% increase

from 1 980. These residents were mostly white
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(49% compared to 58% in 1980) or Asian/Pacific Islander (26% compared to 17% in 1980). A higher

percentage of residents had an educational level of high school or less (47%) than citywide (40%) and a

lower percentage had received a bachelor's or advanced degree (25% compared to 35%). Median income

was 53% below the citywide median. The most common occupations were administrative support (22%

compared to 18% citywide) and service (20% compared to 13% citywide). This neighborhood had the

highest percentage of renters in the City (95% compared to 65% citywide). Median sales prices in the

summer of I 997 were, for two- and three-family homes, $3 1 9,000 (22% beneath the citywide median) and,

for condominiums, $235,500 ( I 3% beneath the citywide median); there were three sales recorded during

this time for single family homes, with a median sales price of $377,500 (30% above the citywide median).

In 1 995, Civic Center was tied for fifth among San Francisco's highest gross receipt generators with 4%

of citywide gross receipts. This neighborhood led the City in Hotel jobs (34%), establishments (20%), and

gross receipts (34%). It had the third most jobs in comparison retail, yet only 3% of this subgroup's gross

receipts were generated there. This pattern was similar in the offices and facilities subgroup of the Health

Care sector in which Civic Center had the second most jobs but generated only 4% of gross receipts for that

subgroup.

In I 994, about 39,550 people (over 7% of the citywide total workforce) worked in the Civic Center

neighborhood. The highest percentage ofthese workers were employed by the Cultural/Institutional sector

(28%). Next was the Information-based sector at 22% ( 1 4% of which was F.I.R.E./Corp). Retail employment

followed with 21% of Civic Center's total jobs, fairly evenly divided among the three subgroups. Hotel,

although Civic Center's leading sector at the citywide level, accounted for I 8% of all Civic Center employ-

ment. In I 990, 2 1 % of Civic Center's jobs were low-skill, compared to I 8% of citywide jobs being low-skill.

Ofthese low-skill jobs, 39% were Hotel (compared to 9% of low-skill jobs citywide), 34% were Retail, and

1 9% were Cultural/Institutional.

7. South of Market
South of Market (SOMA) is a multifaceted neigh-

borhood that in 1 995 generated the second highest

gross receipts in San Francisco (9% of the citywFde

total). SOMA has four main land uses as measured

by total building area: office (27% compared to I 6%

citywide), residential (20% compared to 63% citywide),

industrial (2 1 % compared to 4% citywide), and retail

(20% compared to 6% citywide).

In 1990, 3% of San Francisco's population (or

21,900 people) lived in SOMA, a 3% increase since

1980. There were about 8800 households, a 14%

decrease from I 980. The population was comprised of whites (34%), Hispanics (29%), Asian/Pacific Island-

ers (25%), and African-Americans (I 1%), a distribution similar to that of 1980. A higher percentage of

residents had an educational level of high school or less (54%) than citywide (40%), and a lower percentage

had received a bachelor's or advanced degree (22% compared to 35%). Median income was 49% below the

citywide median, with African-American residents earning 43% of median for that group while Asian/Pacific

Islanders earned only 42% of their group's median. The most common occupations were service (22%

compared to 13% citywide) and administrative support (17% compared to 18% citywide). A very high

percentage (92%) of residents rented their homes (compared to 65% citywide). Median sales prices in the
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summer of I 997 were, for two- and three-family homes, $249,000 (39% beneath the citywide median) and,

for condominiums, $ 1 73,000 (36% beneath the citywide median); during this period, one single-family home

was sold, for $270,000 (7% beneath the citywide median).

SOMA plays an important role in four out of five of the economic sectors. In the Information-based

sector in 1994, SOMA had San Francisco's second highest employment in both F.I.R.E./Corp and Profes-

sional and Business SerA/ices. SOMA also had a strong Industrial presence. It led in manufacturing jobs (30%

of the citywide total), establishments (20%), and gross receipts (37%). It also was a leader in TCPU and

wholesale employment, with 24% and I 8% ofthe citywide totals respectively. In Retail, for both comparison

and convenience retail, SOMA had the most jobs (23% and I 2% ofthe citywide totals respectively) and the

second highest gross receipts (19% and 15% respectively). Finally, in Hotel, SOMA had the fourth largest

number of jobs and establishments in San Francisco, but only the sixth largest gross receipts.

In 1 994, the nearly 53,800 workers ( I 0% of the citywide total workforce) in the SOMA neighborhood

were mainly employed in the Industrial sector, which provided 43% of SOMA employment. Within this

sector, manufacturing had the most jobs (20%), followed by TCPU (14%). SOMA's Information-based

sector contributed 26% of the neighborhood's jobs, with the majority in Professional and Business Services

(16%). Retail had the next most neighborhood employment ( I 7%). In 1 990, 25% of jobs in SOMA were

low-skill; citywide, 18% of jobs were low-skill. The Industrial sector provided 60% of these low-skill jobs

(compared to 32% of low-skill jobs citywide); Retail accounted for 1 9% of this neighborhood's low-skill jobs.

8. Potrero
Potrero is the largest of the

ring neighborhoods (covering 7% of

San Francisco's total gross land

area) and includes Potrero h^ill and

part of South of Market. It is also

economically vital; in 1995, it was

tied for third among San Francisco's

highest revenue generators (8% of

the citywide total). The most com-

mon land uses as measured by to-

tal building area are residential and

residential/retail (4 1 % compared to

66% citywide), industrial (34% com-

pared to 4% citywide), and office

( 1 7% compared to I 6% citywide).

In 1990, about 2% of San Francisco's total population (or 16,900 people) lived in Potrero, a 26%

increase from I 980. There were about 6700 households, a 32% increase since 1 980. These residents were

mostly white (61% compared to 57% in 1980) or African-American (18% compared to 20% in 1980). A

slightly higher percentage than citywide (38% vs. 35%) earned a bachelor's or advanced degree, while a

lower percentage than citywide (32% vs. 40%) had an educational level of high school or less. Median income

was 1% higher than the citywide median for all ethnic groups, with whites earning 14% above the median for

that group; however, African-Americans earned 27% below the median for African-Americans citywide. The

most common occupations were professional specialty (24% compared to 1 9% citywide), executive, admin-

istrative, and managerial (20% compared to I 6% citywide), and administrative support (
I 6% compared to
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I 8% citywide). A higher percentage of residents rented their homes (7496) than did citywide (65%). Median

sales prices in the summer of 1997 were, for single-family homes, $347,000 (20% above the citywide

median), for two- and three-family homes, $4 1 4,500 (2% above the citywide median), and, for condomini-

ums, $2 1 5,000 (20% beneath the citywide median).

Potrero's economic strengths are in the Professional and Business Services subgroup of the Informa-

tion-based sector and the Industrial sector. For Professional and Business Services, Potrero had the second

highest gross receipts generated citywide (7%) in 1995 and in 1994 the third most jobs (7%) in San

Francisco. In the Industrial sector, Potrero played a role in all four subgroups. For construction, Potrero was

the third highest in employment and gross receipts generated citywide. For manufacturing, it had a substantial

second highest citywide gross receipts (33%) and establishments ( I 8%). It was first in TCPU employment

and second in establishments in San Francisco. For wholesale, Potrero was second in jobs ( 1 9%) and gross

receipts generated (2 I %) in the City.

In 1 994, nearly 34,700 people worked in the Potrero neighborhood (nearly 7% of the citywide total

workforce). More than half these jobs were in the Industrial sector; TCPU accounted for 22% and manufac-

turing 21% of this neighborhood's jobs. The Information-based sector was the next largest employer in

Potrero (24% of the neighborhood total), with the majority of these jobs in Professional and Business

Services (20%). In 1990, 21% of jobs in Potrero were low-skill, compared to 18% of citywide jobs. The

Industrial sector provided the majority of these low-skill jobs with 66% of the low-skill total, compared to

providing 32% of citywide low-skill jobs. Retail contributed I 8% of this neighborhood's low-skill employment.

OUTLYING NEIGHBORHOODS

9. Mission
The Mission is one of the

smaller outlying neighborhoods, cov-

ering 5% of San Francisco's total gross

land area. This neighborhood is pri-
,

marily residential (69% of total build-

ing area compared to 63% citywide)

but it also has significant portions of

other land uses. The percentage of

residential/retail (6% compared to

3% citywide) is the highest in the City.

Industrial land use is also well repre-

sented at 9% of total building area,

more than double the citywide figure

of 4%.

In 1990, about 9% of San Franciscans (or about 67,600 people) lived in the Mission, making it the

fourth most populous neighborhood in the City; population increased by I I % since 1 980. There were about

23,200 households, a I % increase from I 980. These residents were primarily Hispanic (48% compared to

43% in I 980) and white (32% compared to 36% in 1 980), with one-third of San Francisco's total h-lispanic

population living there. A higher percentage of residents had a high school degree or less (53%) than citywide
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(40%) while a lower percentage of residents held a college or advanced degree (25% compared to 35%

citywide). Median income was I 0% lower than citywide, with Hispanics earning 9% less than the median for

that ethnic group citywide. The most common occupations were service (22% compared to I 3% citywide),

administrative support (16% compared to 18% citywide), and professional speciality (15% compared to

1 9% citywide). As is true for most San Franciscans, more Mission residents rented their homes (70%) than

owned them. Median sales prices in the summer of 1997 were, for single-family homes, $240,000 (17%

beneath the citywide median), for two- or three-family homes, $260,000 (36% beneath the citywide me-

dian), and, for condominiums, $290,000 (7% above the citywide median).

The Mission neighborhood's largest contribution to the San Francisco economy is through the hospital

subgroup of the FHealth Care sector. In I 994, this neighborhood had the third highest number of hospital

workers, with 19% of San Francisco's hospital employment. Offices and facilities, the other Health Care

sector subgroup, was not relatively as strong in the Mission: it ranked seventh in jobs with 5% of this

subgroup's citywide employment. The Mission also contributes to the San Francisco economy by providing

places for workers to live. These workers in turn add to the economy's health by their labor and the goods

and services they purchase in the City. In 1990, this neighborhood was home to 35,000 or 9% of San

Franciscans who worked.

In 1994, about 15,700 people worked in the Mission neighborhood, or 3% of the citywide total

workforce. They were mostly employed by the FHealth Care sector which provided 30% of the Mission's

employment, 25% of which were hospital jobs. Industrial was the next greatest employer in this neighbor-

hood (26% ofthe Mission's jobs), with manufacturing the leader providing 1 0%. Retail accounted for 2 1 % of

neighborhood employment, more than half of which was convenience retail ( I 2%). Cultural/Institutional was

another sector providing significant employment in the Mission at I 5% ofthe neighborhood total. In 1 990,

2 I % of the Mission neighborhood's jobs were low-skill, compared to I 8% of citywide jobs. Two sectors

supplied most of these low-skill jobs: Industrial (40%) and Retail (38%).

1 0. South Bayshore
South Bayshore is San Francisco's

fourth largest neighborhood as measured

by total gross land area. It is the site of

both homes and industrial activity: the most

common land uses as measured by total

building area are industrial (47%, the high-

est percentage in the City of land devoted

to industrial use, compared to 4% citywide)

and residential (44% compared to 63%

citywide).

In I 990, about 4% of San Francisco's

total population (or 28,250 people) lived

in South Bayshore, a 29% increase since

1 980. There were about 8700 households,

a 2 1 % increase from 1 980. Most residents

were African-American (6 1 % compared to 72% in 1 980) or Asian/Pacific Islander (22% compared to 8% in

1 980). The majority of residents had an educational level of high school or less (64%) and 9% had earned a

bachelor's or advanced degree compared to 35% who had done so citywide. Median income was 24%
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below the citywide median, although African-Americans earned 99% ofthe citywide median and Asian/Pacific

Islanders earned 1 1% above median for those ethnicities. The most common occupations for residents were

administrative support (2696 compared to 18% citywide) and serA/ice (17% compared to 13% citywide),

South Bayshore had one of the highest home ownership rates in San Francisco (53% of residents owned

compared to 35% citywide). This neighborhood also had far fewer housing units per acre (2.9) than the

citywide average ( I 1 .0). Median sales prices in the summer of I 997 were, for single-family homes, $ I 39,000

(52% beneath the citywide median), for two- and three-family homes, $ 1 60,000 (6 1 % beneath the citywide

median), and, for condominiums, $87,500 (68% beneath the citywide median).

In 1995, South Bayshore generated the fourth highest gross receipts (6% of the City's total). The

Industrial sector was its mam economic force. South Bayshore was San Francisco's leader in construction jobs

(26%), establishments ( I 5%), and gross receipts (24%). In manufacturing, it generated the second highest

gross receipts citywide (33%). In wholesale, South Bayshore generated the highest gross receipts citywide

(25%), although it was fourth in employment.

In I 994, about 20,800 people worked in the South Bayshore neighborhood (4% of the citywide total

workforce). They were primanly employed by the Industrial sector which provided 64% ofthe neighborhood's

jobs. Within the sector, manufacturing led with 22% ofthe neighborhood total, followed by wholesale ( 1 5%),

construction ( 1 4%), and TCPU ( I 3%). The Cultural/Institutional sector was a distant second with I 3% of all

South Bayshore employment. In I 990, 27% of South Bayshore jobs were low-skill, the highest percentage

among the sixteen neighborhoods. The Industrial sector provided 70% of these low-skill jobs, compared to

providing 32% of low-skill jobs citywide.

. Excelsior
Excelsior is one of San Francisco's

largest neighborhoods, covering I 2%

of the City's gross land area. Many San

Franciscans make their homes in this

neighborhood; the most common land

use as measured by total building area

is residential (92% compared to 63%

citywide).

In 1990, Excelsior was San

Francisco's most populous neighbor-

hood with 14% of San Franciscans or

I 0 1 ,400 people, a I 3% increase since

1980. There were about 30,700

households, a 2% increase since 1 980.

This population was comprised of Asian/Pacific Islanders (36% compared to 23% in 1980), whites (25%

compared to 35% in I 980), and FHispanics (24% compared to 22% in 1 980). A higher percentage of these

residents had an educational level of high school or less (56%) than citywide (40%), while a lower percentage

had a bachelor's or advanced degree ( I 9% compared to 35% citywide). Median income for all races was

I 3% higher than citywide; for their groups, Asian/Pacific Islanders earned 45% above median and African-

Americans earned 21% more. The most common occupations for residents were administrative support

(23% compared to I 8% citywide) and service ( I 8% compared to I 3% citywide). Excelsior had the highest

percentage of home ownership in San Francisco (67% compared to 35% citywide). Median sales prices in the
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summer of I 997 were, for single-family homes, $222,500 (23% beneath the citywide median), for two- and

three-family homes, $220,000 (46% beneath the citywide median), and, for condominiums, $200,000 (26%

beneath the citywide median).

Excelsior contributes to the San Francisco economy by providing places for workers to live. These

workers in turn add to the economy's health by their labor and the goods and setA/ices they purchase in the

City. In I 990, this neighborhood was home to the third most San Franciscans who worked (46,200 people

or 1 2% of the total). In terms of the economic sectors, Excelsior had 1 .5% of total jobs and generated 2% of

citywide gross receipts. This neighborhood also includes along Mission Street small- and moderate-scale

commercial districts. Small-scale districts have retailers who provide convenience goods to the surrounding

residents as well as limited comparison shopping goods for a wider market. Moderate-scale areas are

intensely developed commercial strips that serve large citywide markets in addition to the immediately

surrounding residential area.

In 1 994, about 7,200 people worked in the Excelsior neighborhood, or over I % of the citywide total

workforce. These workers were employed by the Cultural/Institutional (30% of all neighborhood jobs), Retail

(23%), and Industrial (22%) sectors. In 1990, 19% of Excelsior's jobs were low-skill, compared to 18% of

citywide jobs being low-skill. Two sectors supplied most of these low-skill jobs: Retail (47%) and Industrial

(28%).

1 2. West Portal/Twin Peaks
West Portal/Twin Peaks is a neighborhood where San

Franciscans make their homes, with residential as the most com-

mon land use as measured by total building area (93% compared

to 63% citywide).

In 1990, about 6% of San Francisco's total population (or

45,200 people) lived in West Portal/Twin Peaks. This population

figure was almost identical to 1 980, as were the number of house-

holds at I 8,800. These residents were mostly white (65% com-

pared to 70% in 1980) or Asian/Pacific Islander (18% compared

to 13% in 1980). A substantially higher percentage of residents

held a bachelor's or advanced degree than did citywide (49% com-

pared to 35%) and a lower percentage had an educational level of

high school or less (28% compared to 40%). Median income for all

races was 49% higher than the median citywide. The most com-

mon occupations were professional specialty (28% compared to 1 9% citywide); executive, administrative,

and managerial (20% compared to I 6%); and administrative support ( I 6% compared to I 8% citywide). The

split between owners and renters was the reverse of that citywide: in this neighborhood, 66% of residents

owned their homes while 34% rented. Median sales prices in the summer of I 997 were, for single-family

homes, $366,000 (26% higher than the citywide median), for two- and three-family homes, $442,500 (8%

above the citywide median), and, for condominiums, $200,000 (26% beneath the citywide median).

West Portal/Twin Peaks contributes to the San Francisco economy by providing places for workers to

live. These workers in turn add to the economy's health by their labor and the goods and services they

purchase in the City. In 1990, this neighborhood was home to 24,800 or 6% of all San Franciscans who

worked. In terms of the economic sectors, West Portal/Twin Peaks had about 1% of the City's jobs and

gross receipts generated. This neighborhood also includes the West Portal Neighborhood Commercial
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District, which provides a selection of goods and services for customers coming mainly from the single-family

residential neighborhoods west ofTwin Peaks and in the Sunset.

In I 994, about 500 people worked in West Portal/Twin Peaks of the almost 523,000 citywide total

workforce. These workers were mostly employed by the Information-based sector. Professional and Business

SerA/ices jobs predominated with 29% of the neighborhood total. The Retail sector provided the next most

jobs (26%), with convenience retail accounting for 16%. Cultural/Institutional followed with 17% of total

employment in West Portal/Twin Peaks. In 1990, 19% of West Portal/Twin Peaks' jobs were low-skill,

compared to I 8% of jobs citywide. The Retail sector provided 5 1% of these low-skill jobs (compared to

providing 34% of low-skill jobs citywide) and the Information-based sector accounted for 21% of this

neighborhood's low-skill employment (compared to I 2% citywide).

I 3. Noe Valley/Upper Market
Noe Valley/Upper Market is the smallest of the outlying neighborhoods, with about 4% of total gross

land area. The most common use as measured by total building area is residential with 94% (citywide, 63%

of building area is devoted to that use).

In 1990, about 5% of San Franciscans (or 37,300 people) lived in Noe Valley/Upper Market, a 2%

increase from 1 980. There were about 20,200 households, a 3% increase since I 980. These residents were

mostly white (79%) or Hispanic ( 1 0%), a distribution almost identical to that in I 980. A substantially higher

percentage of residents (52%) had a bachelor's or advanced degree than did citywide (35%) while the

percentage of those with an educational level of high school or

less was 20%, one-half the percentage citywide. Median income

for all races was 24% higher than the median citywide. The most

common occupations for residents were professional specialty

(27% of residents compared to 1 9% citywide) and executive,

administrative, and managerial (2 1 % compared to I 6% citywide).

The split between renters and owners (68% rent, 32% own) was

very similar to that citywide. Median sales prices in the summer

of 1997 were, for single-family homes, $470,000 (62% above

the citywide median), for two- and three-family homes, $465,000

(14% above the citywide median), and, for condominiums,

$330,500 (22% above the citywide median).

Noe Valley/Upper Market contributes to the San Fran-

cisco economy by providing places for workers to live. These

workers in turn add to the economy's health by their labor and

the goods and services they purchase in the City. In 1 990, this

neighborhood was home to 27, 1 00 or 7% of all San Franciscans

who worked. In terms of the economic sectors, Noe Valley/

Upper Market had 1 .5% of San Francisco's jobs, and I % of the City's gross receipts were generated there.

This neighborhood also includes three neighborhood commercial districts. The first is the Upper Market

Street Neighborhood Commercial District (located on Market Street from Church to Castro and on side

streets) which is a multipurpose commercial area that provides mostly convenience retail opportunities. The

next is the Castro Street Neighborhood Commercial District, located close to the geographic center of San

Francisco between the Mission, Twin Peaks, and Upper Market Street. It is a multipurpose district that

contains convenience retail outlets serving the immediately surrounding area, as well as comparison shopping

outlets that serve a wider market. The last is the 24th Street-Noe Valley Neighborhood Commercial District
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which is a daytime-oriented multipurpose commercial district providing a mixture of convenience and com-

parison shopping goods to a predominantly local market.

In I 994, almost 7000 people worked in the Noe Valley/Upper Market neighborhood (

1

.5% of the

citywide total workforce). They were primarily employed in the Retail sector (38% of this neighborhood's

total jobs). Convenience retail accounted for I 9% of jobs and eating and drinking places for I 5%. Cultural/

Institutional jobs were the next most common (27% of all Noe Valley/Upper Market jobs), followed by

Information-based (
I 6% of the neighborhood total). In I 990, 20% of Noe Valley/Upper Market jobs were

low-skill, compared to I 8% of jobs citywide. The Retail sector provided 7 I % of these low-skill jobs, com-

pared to providing 34% of low-skill jobs citywide.

14. Richmond
Richmond is physically the larg-

est of San Francisco's neighborhoods,

covering almost 14% of total gross

land. The most common use as mea-

sured by total building area is resi-

dential (87% compared to 63%

citywide).

In 1990, over I 2% of San

Francisco's total population (or

90,200 people) lived in Richmond,

a 3% increase since 1 980. This neigh-

borhood was San Francisco's third

most populous. There were about

36,900 households, a number almost identical to that in I 980. These residents were mostly white (5 I %
compared to 57% in 1 980) or Asian/Pacific Islander (39% compared to 32% in I 980). A higher percentage

of residents had a bachelor's or advanced degree (42%) than did citywide (35%), while a lower percentage

of residents had an educational level of high school or less (33% compared to 40%). Median income for all

groups was I 0% higher than the citywide median, with Asian/Pacific Islanders earning 1 5% more than that

group citywide. The most common occupations were professional specialty (2 1 % compared to 1 9% citywide),

administrative support ( I 8%, identical to citywide), and executive, administrative, and managerial ( I 8% com-

pared to I 6% citywide). The split between renters and owners (67% rented, 33% owned) was very similar

to that citywide. Median sales prices in the summer of I 997 were, for single-family homes, S390,000 (34%

above the citywide median), fortwo- and three-family homes, $447,500 ( I 0% above the citywide median),

and, for condominiums, $3 I 2,000 ( I 6% above the citywide median).

Richmond contributes to San Francisco's economic sectors through the Health Care sector. In 1 994, it

had the most hospitals (26%) and second most hospital jobs (22%). It also had the City's second most

offices and facilities ( I 6%) and generated that subgroup's second highest gross receipts ( I 0%). Richmond

also played a role in the eating and drinking places subgroup, with San Francisco's fourth most establishments

and fifth highest employment.

This neighborhood also includes three neighborhood commercial districts. The Inner Clement Street

Neighborhood Commercial District (located between Arguello Boulevard and Funston Avenue) is multipur-

pose with a vibrant pedestrian character. It provides a wide variety of convenience goods and services for

Richmond residents and has one of the greatest concentrations of restaurants of any commercial street in
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San Francisco. In addition, it has a number of offices and financial institutions. The Outer Clement Neighbor-

hood Commercial District is located between I 9th and 27th Avenues. This area consists of small-scale low

intensity convenience retail establishments as well as many restaurants that serve a wider-based clientele.

The third is the Sacramento Street Neighborhood Commercial District, a small-scale shopping area located

in the Presidio Heights section of the Richmond neighborhood. It has a limited range of retail outlets provid-

ing convenience goods to the immediate neighborhood and a variety of specialty shops that attract custom-

ers from a broader trade area.

Richmond also contributes to the San Francisco economy by providing places for workers to live.

These workers in turn add to the economy's health by their labor and the goods and services they purchase

in the City. In I 990, this neighborhood was home to the second most San Franciscans who worked, 48, 1 00

people (12% of the total).

In 1994, about 19,200 people worked in the Richmond neighborhood, or 4% of the total citywide

workforce. They were mostly employed by the FHealth Care sector which provided 33% of neighborhood

jobs. Hospitals accounted for 23% of this figure and offices and facilities 1 0%. Next was Retail (25% of the

neighborhood total), with eating and drinking and convenience retail each accounting for about I I %. Cul-

tural/Institutional followed closely with 24% of total Richmond jobs. In I 990, 1 7% of Richmond's jobs were

low-skill, compared to I 8% of citywide jobs. The Retail sector provided 58% of these low-skill jobs (com-

pared to providing 34% of low-skill jobs citywide).

5. Sunset
The Sunset neighborhood provides hous-

ing opportunities for San Franciscans: the most

common land use as measured by total building

area is residential (91% compared to 63%

citywide).

In I 990, about 7% of the City's population

(or 52,300 people) lived in Sunset, an 8% in-

crease since 1980. There were about 20,900

households, less than a 1% increase from 1980.

These residents were mostly white (53% com-

pared to 65% in 1980) or Asian/Pacific Islander (39% compared to 26% in 1980). The percentage of

residents with a bachelor's or advanced degree (38%) was slightly higher than citywide (35%), while the

percentage with an educational level of high school or less was lower (36% compared to 40%). Median

income for all groups was 10% higher than the median citywide, with Asian/Pacific Islanders earning 27%

more than the citywide median for that group. The most common occupations were professional specialty

(22% compared to 1 9% citywide), administrative support (20% compared to 1 8% citywide), and executive,

administrative, and managerial ( 1 5% compared to I 6% citywide). A higher percentage of residents owned

their homes (45%) than did citywide (35%). Median sales prices in the summer of 1997 were, for single-

family homes, $3 I 4,000 (8% above the citywide median), for two- and three-family homes, $420,000 (3%

above the citywide median), and, for condominiums, $ 1 9 1 ,500 (29% beneath the citywide median).

Sunset contributes to the San Francisco economy by providing places for workers to live. These

workers in turn add to the economy's health by their labor and the goods and services they purchase in the

City. In 1990, this neighborhood was home to 29,000 San Franciscans who worked (8% of the total). In

terms of the economic sectors. Sunset had about I % of the City's jobs and gross receipts generated. This
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neighborhood also includes a neighborhood-serving commercial area along Irving Street which is designed to

promote compatibility with the surrounding residential uses. It provides convenience goods and services to

the neighborhood's residents as well as limited comparison shopping goods for a wider market.

In I 994, almost 5900 people worked in the Sunset neighborhood, or about I % of the total citywide

workforce. They were mostly employed in the Cultural/Institutional sector which provided 33% of the

neighborhood's jobs. Following closely was the Retail sector (32% of the neighborhood total), with the

subgroup convenience retail providing I 7% ofthe job total and eating and drinking places 1 4%. Information-

based employment accounted for I 9% of jobs in the Sunset neighborhood. In 1 990, 20% of Sunset employ-

ment was low-skill, compared to 18% of jobs citywide. The Retail sector provided 67% of these low-skill

jobs, compared to providing 34% of citywide low-skill employment.

I 6. Parkside/Lakeshore
Parkside/Lakeshore is San Francisco' s third largest neighborhood with about I 3% of total gross land

area. The most common land use as measured by total building area is residential (90% compared to 63%

citywide). Retail is the next most common use with 5%, compared to 6% citywide.

In I 990, over 8% of San Francisco's total population (or 60,800 people) lived in Parkside/Lakeshore,

a 5% increase since I 980. There were about 23, 1 00 households, less than a I % decrease from I 980. These

residents were mostly white (48% compared to 62% in I 980) or Asian/Pacific Islander (37% compared to

22% in I 980). The percentage of those

with a bachelor's or advanced degree

(33%) was only slightly lower than citywide

(35%), while the percentage ofthose with

an educational level of high school or less

was identical to that citywide (40%). Me-

dian income for all groups was 20% higher

than citywide, with Asian/Pacific Island-

ers earning 45% more than the median

for that group citywide. The most com-

mon occupations were administrative

support (21% compared to 18%

citywide), professional specialty ( 1 6% com- SHBi^^^^^^^^H^^^^^P^"
pared to I 9% citywide), and executive, HHHHH^^H^^HHfi^^^'e^-^.^^''
administrative, and managerial (16%,

identical to citywide). A substantially higher percentage of residents in the Parkside/Lakeshore neighborhood

owned their homes (59%) than was the case citywide (35%). Median sales prices in the summer of 1 997

were, for single-family homes, $293,500 (I % above the citywide median), for two- and three-family homes,

$342,000 ( I 6% beneath the citywide median), and, for condominiums, $272,500 ( I % above the citywide

median).

Parkside/Lakeshore contributes to the San Francisco economy by providing places for workers to live.

These workers in turn add to the economy's health by their labor and the goods and services they purchase

in the City. In I 990, this neighborhood was home to 29,800 San Franciscans who worked (8% of the total).

In terms ofthe economic sectors, Parkside/Lakeshore's strength was in the comparison retail subgroup. This

neighborhood generated the third highest gross receipts (6% of the citywide total), was tied for the third
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most establishments, and had San Francisco's fourth highest comparison retail employment. Parkside/Lakeshore

also includes a neighborhood-serving commercial area along Taraval Street (between Funston Avenue and

Sunset) which is designed to promote compatibility with the surrounding residential uses. It provides conve-

nience goods and services to the neighborhood's residents as well as limited comparison shopping goods for

a wider market.

In I 994, over I 1,600 people worked in the Parkside/Lakeshore neighborhood, or 2.5% of the total

citywide workforce. The Retail sector provided 40% of the neighborhood's total jobs, with the subgroups

comparison retail and convenience retail accounting for I 6% each of that total. Cultural/Institutional provided

the next most jobs with 28% of the neighborhood total, followed by the Health Care sector with I 8%. In

1 990, 1 7% of Parkside/Lakeshore jobs were low-skill, compared to I 8% of jobs citywide. The Retail sector

provided 62% of these low-skill jobs (compared to providing 34% of low-skill jobs citywide) and the Cul-

tural/Institutional sector accounted for 26% of this neighborhood's low-skill employment (compared to I 3%

citywide).
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APPENDIX

DATA SOURCES AND METHODOLOGY

Empiayment
1994, California Employment Development Department and Bureau of the Census:

County Business Patterns

The California Employment Development Department data provide citywide employment figures for

each sector subgroup. Employed workers are defined as civilians aged I 6 and older who were either at work

or temporarily absent from work, for example, because of illness or vacation. Employment data were col-

lected by place of work. Someone holding a job in San Erancisco is part of the San Erancisco employment

pool no matter where he or she lives. These data do not include the self-employed, unpaid family workers,

domestics, volunteers, or persons involved in trade disputes. As in the Planning Department's Commerce

and Industry Inventory, employment in this report is grouped by Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code

under the kind of land use in which the employees work, either information-based (known as office land use),

industrial, retail, health care (a part of cultural/institutional land use), or hotel.

The citywide EDD data were disaggregated to the neighborhood level by applying percentages

calculated from the County Business Patterns data. CBP data report the number of firms by size class

(number of employees) for each zip code. The number of firms was translated into number of employees in

each zip code by assigning a firm the median of its size class (for example, a firm in zip code 94 1 04 with I 0

to I 9 jobs would be assigned the median of 1 4.5 jobs, a firm with 500 to 999 jobs would be assigned the

median of 749.5 jobs). The percentages each zip code had of subgroup jobs were then calculated. Applying

these percentages to citywide EDD data resulted in neighborhood-level employment numbers. (The report's

neighborhoods were based on zip code boundaries.) For example, if EDD reported that there were

100,000 citywide retail jobs, by applying the neighborhood percentages gotten from the CBP data, the

number of retail jobs in each neighborhood can be obtained.

Eor certain sectors, such as department stores, TCPU firms, hotels, hospitals, and banks where actual

employment numbers were available in the very large size classes (1000 or more workers), the median

method was deemed inappropriate, and the actual numbers were used. In addition, employment in certain

zip codes which could not be mapped to the neighborhoods (for example, post office boxes with exclusive

zip codes or airport firms) was excluded from the totals. As a result, totals for these sectors may differ from

those published in the Commerce and Industry Inventory.

Establishments

1994, Bureau of the Census: County Business Patterns

County Business Patterns (CBP) data are classified by zip code and SIC. CBP define an establishment

as "a single physical location at which business is conducted or where services or industrial operations are

performed." This definition is different from a company or enterprise that may consist of several establish-

ments. An establishment is classified within a specific sector and subgroup based on its predominant activity

(e.g., an establishment performing 60% retail activity and 40% industrial is classified as a retail establishment).

CBP excludes information that may disclose the operations of an individual employer.
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Gj!oss_R(B£eipts

1995, Office of the Tax Collector, City and County of San Francisco

Gross receipts data are compiled by the Office of the Tax Collector from tax collection forms filed for

each registered business. Each business is then classified according to ownership, business class, and principal

business code. Not included in these data are government agencies, businesses that have not filed taxes, and

businesses that are tax exempt. Banks and insurance companies are exempt from local business tax as well,

and thus are not included.

Labor Force (Lowj^skill)

1990, Bureau of the Census: Public Use Microdata Sanriple (PUMS)

The educational attainment levels for workers within each subgroup obtained from the PUMS data

were the basis for calculating the percentages that each subgroup had of low- and high-skill workers. These

percentages were applied to the I 994 employment data to obtain the reported number of low- and high-

skill workers.

Population, Education, Eth nic Group, and Occupations

1980 and 1990, Census

These demographic indicators are from the I 990 census, with data from the 1 980 census included for

comparison.

Land Use

1996, Assessor's Office

Land use area data describing percentages of land devoted to particular uses in the neighborhoods

were obtained from the San Francisco Assessor's Office.

Housing
1990, Census

1997, Metroscan

The percentages of renters and owners reported for the neighborhoods came from the I 990 census.

Sales prices were obtained from summer I 997 Metroscan data.
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STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATIONS BY SUBGROUP TABLE

INFORMATION-BASED SECTOR

SIC CODE DESCRIPTION

F.I.R.E. and
Corporate
Headquarters

00, 10 Agriculture and mining (headquarters and offices for

nnajor agriculture and mining concerns)

47 T n Q nn rt?^ tin n QPrwippc /hparini la rtprc; nffippc; anH

administrative facilities for major transportation

concerns)

60-65, 67 Finance, insurance, and real estate (includes stock

hrnkpfc; fin?inpiPil ?in?il\/Qtc: inc:nr;^npp j^npntQ rpalPQtptPUl^ix^lO, IlllClllV^ICtl Cllldiyo lo , IIIOUI al l\jK^ d^wlllo, teal ColCllU

brokers and other professional occupations dealing with

major financial transactions)

Professional and
Business
Services

73 Business services (includes wide range of support

services to businesses such as consulting, advertising,

janitorial services, computer programming, data

processing and photo finishing)

81 Legal services

87, 89 Engineering, architecture, accounting, research,

management and public relations, and other services

98 Public administration (includes courts, public safety

organizations, public finance, and administration of

various programs)

INDUSTRIAL SECTOR

SIC CODE DESCRIPTION

Construction

15 General building contractors

16 Heavy construction other than building construction

(e.g., streets and utilities)

17 Special trade contractors (e.g., plumbing and electrical)

Manufacturing

20 Food and kindred products

22, 23 Textile mill products; apparel and other finished products

made from fabrics and similar materials

27 Printing, publishing, and allied industries

24-26; 28-39 Other manufacturing (includes furniture, electronic and

industrial equipment, fabricated metals, chemicals, and

other products)
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RETAIL SECTOR

SIC CODE DESCRIPTION

Eating and
Drinking Places

58 Eating and drinking establishments

Comparison
Retail

53 Department stores

56 Apparel stores

Convenience

Retail

52 Building materials and garden supplies

54 Food stores

55 Auto dealers and service stations

57 Furniture stores

59 Miscellaneous retail (e.g., drug stores, liquor stores,

book stores)

72 Personal services (e.g., laundry services, beauty shops,

portrait photography studios)

75 Auto repair and auto parking

76 Miscellaneous repair services (e.g., electrical repair

shops, watch repair, reupholstery)

VISTOR SECTOR

SIC CODE DESCRIPTION

Hotels

70 Hotels, motels, and bed and breakfasts

HEALTH CARE SECTOR

SIC CODE DESCRIPTION

Offices and
Facilities

801-804 Offices and clinics of medical doctors, dentists,

osteopathic physicians, and other health care

practitioners (e.g., chiropractors)

805 Nursing and personal care facilities

807 Medical and dental laboratories

808 Home health care services

809 Health and allied services

Hospitals

806 Hospitals including general medical, surgical, and

specialty
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